Rape
Small Town
John Cougar Mellencamp has
been added to the concert
schedule. See page 13 for the
details.

Rape, a violent and degrading
crime, is no stranger to
college campuses. For tips
on prevention and a closer
look at the effects, turn to
pages 10 and 11.
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Students arrested for grand larceny
by Carolyn Silliman
staff writer

Suspect composite

Two University students were arrested
for grand larceny and another student
was assaulted in Johnstone Hall in
separate incidents last week.
Michael O'Horan, a freshman track
team member, and Jeffrey Wayne Sapp
were arrested for grand larceny, entering
without breaking, and financial transaction card fraud, according to police
records.
The two were caught allegedly stealing
items from another student's room. The
stolen articles included a wallet, cash,
credit cards, a desk phone, cassettes,
albums, and two large speakers according
to police reports.
A Johnstone resident was assaulted
last Thursday night after questioning a
suspicious person.
The student, who resides in the D section of Johnstone, saw a tall black male
wandering through the halls of the dorm.

Senate proposes to end
Student Government
by James Hennessey
interim assistant news editor
An amendment to the Student Body Constitution calling
for the abolishment of Student
Government was proposed during Monday's Student Senate
session.
The measure made by Senators Larry Welborn, Rob
Franklin, Gene Murray, and
Time Sizemore calls for the
question to be placed on the
spring election ballot for student consideration.
"This measure will give the
students the right to determine
if Student Government is necessary," Welborn said.
The measure will be reviewed
by the senate's Steering Committee and will come to a senate
vote in less than two weeks.
Pi Tau Sigma, the national
honorary fraternity for mechanical engineers, was granted official recognition as a nonfunded organiation. The group
has existed for two years on
campus and has 16 active
members and a prospective
pledge class of 10.
The group requires a minimum 3.7 GPR for juniors and a
3.5 for senior members.
The senate granted a funding
request to Collegiate Big
Sisters. The group attempts to
set an example for young area
girls who are in need of special
attention.
"We meet the girls on a
weekly basis and take them
shopping, make cookies, see
movies, go skating, and hold an
annual Easter egg hunt," she
said.
Student Body Vice President

Dent Adams reported to the
senate about the Joint CityUniversity Advisory Committe. "The highest priority for
the committee is the area traffic
problem," he said.
"There are a lot of problems
downtown, especially around
Bojangles," he said. "What
they are considering is doing
away with street-side parking
and widening the road.
"They are also looking five or
six years ahead into possibly
widening Route 133 into a fourlane highway," he said. "This
would be done near Riverbanks,
and I stress, only if we have the
funds allocated."
The senate also passed legislation on extending post office
box access hours to 11 p.m.
"The post office has been trying a 10 p.m. closing time since
Friday," said Jeannine Nix of
the General Affairs Committee.
"They are going to do a oneweek try at at 11 p.m. beginning Jan. 24.
"We looking into lengthening
the actual post office hours, but
we found that there is nothing
we can do since.it is regulated
by the University," she said.
Sen. Scott Kerr proposed
legislation to lengthen the
operating hours of the canteen
in the University Union. The
bill would increase Friday
operating hours from the present 7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. to
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. on Saturdays
the hours would change from
10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. to 10:306 p.m On Sundays the 4:30 p.m.
-11 p.m. hours would be
lengthened to 1 p.m.-ll p.m.
The bill will be sent to committee for further investigation.

The undergraduate said that the man
had been drinking, according to Police Investigator Mac McCrary.
He approached the suspect and asked
his name, but the man would not answer.
The student continued questioning until the male became extremely annoyed

and pushed the resident against tne wall
of the dorm. An argument was sparked,
and the reportedly intoxicated man hit
the student, then left the building.
The man is described as a black male
6-2, 145 lbs. wearing a navy/black jacket
and blue jeans.

Fireworks violations increase
Over the past two months, there has
been an increase in the number of cases
handled by University police concerning
tne use of fireworks.
This issue has been handled by Student Government courts in the past, according to Police Investigator Jim
Brummitt.
The arrests and trials have recently
been transferred to the University
Police Department.
According to the department, it is
against the law "to explode or ignite
fireworks within 600 ft. of any church,
hospital, asylum or public school."

The penalties for any such action are
as follows:
(1) For a first offense, by a fine of not
less than $200 nor more than $500
for imprisonment for not mroe than
30 days, or both;
(2) For a second offense, by a fine of not
less than $500 nor more than $2,500
or imprisonment for not less than 60
days, or both;
(3) For a third offense, by a fine of not
less than $1,000 or imprisonment of
not less than 90 days nor more than
one year, or both.

Hall denies assault charge
by Foster Senn
editor in chief
Delton Hall said this week that
charges brought against him for
simple assault and battery Jan. 15
are false, and he said he did not
push and hit a female as she
claims.
Hall, a junior from Greensboro,
N.C., was arrested Jan. 15 for
simple assault and battery of a
female freshman. His case is to
be heard in magistrate's court
Tuesday. Hall is a member of the
football team and is majoring in
industrial education.
Hall said that he pushed the
girl only once—after she made
his Up bleed. He also saidi that
other claims by the female that
he hit and harassed her are false.
"The way she told it, it just
wasn't all the truth," Hall said
this week. "She just wanted people to hear what she had to say."
Hall says that he and the female first saw each other that
night inside Mauldin Hall, the
dormitory he lives in.
"She was coming from Keith
Johnson's room," Hall said. "I
was talking to Perry Williams in
the hall, and she came up and
asked if I had seen Keith
Johnson or Randy Anderson
[Johnson's roommate].
■ Michael Perry and some
others started kidding her about
how young and small she was
and asked her if she shouldn't be
in bed. She and I then started
talking and playing around with
each other, and I picked her up as
if she was a little kid.
"Then I put her down and
looked over at Perry Williams.
That's when she hit me below the
belt."
Hall said he then grabbed

Delton Hall
her and picked her up again and
told her "it wasn't nice to do
what she had done and not to do
it anymore."
"I was going to hit her on the
butt, but I missed and hit her on
the back of the leg, on her hamstring," he said.
"Later I was riding down the
elevator to go to Crazy Zack's
and I saw her sitting in the lobby
of Mauldin.
"I talked to her again about
hitting me below the belt. She
started cussing me out so I just
got up and walked out of the
dorm," he said.
"She followed me out and
started crying," he said, "so I
put my hand on her shoulder to
ask her what was wrong. She
swung her arm around and hit
me in the mouth and caused my
Up to bleed.
"Then I grabbed her with both
hands and asked her if she was
crazy. I pushed her then and told
her to go home. She feU when I
pushed her. Keith Jennings then
put his arm on me and said,
'come on, let's go!'"
After cleaning the blood off his
mouth, Hall said he went to

Crazy Zack's, and soon after he
got there, someone told him that
they had heard he beat up a girl.
Hall said that later, Kenny
Danforth, another football
player, found him at Crazy
Zack's and told him the poUce
were looking for him at Mauldin.
"I told him I needed to go
straighten this out," HaU said.
"I came back to the dorm, and
there were several poUce cars
outside.
"The sergeant said that they
wanted to take me down to the
poUce department for a Uttle
questioning. They took me to the
department, and I wrote down
my Uttle complaint, but I didn't
write everything down because I
didn't think it was that important at the time.
"Then they read me my rights
and I got upset." HaU said he
spent seven hours in jaU that
night until he was released on his
own recognizance when the judge
came the next morning.
HaU questioned whether the female had come to Mauldin that
night to get help from a classmate as she claimed.
"They say we're the dumbest
guys on campus, so why would
she be coming over here to get
help for a class anyway?" he
said. "She didn't even have a
pencU or paper or anything like
that to study with. That's not
what she came to do."
HaU said that the female had
been over to Mauldin HaU before.
"I haven't been able to sleep,
and I've tossed and turned since
it happened because of the fact I
had handcuffs on and spent the
night in jail as if I was some
criminal.
"She's caused me a Id 9*
problems," he said.
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Housing survey report shows dissatisfaction
by Esther Martin
staff writer
The Student Senate Housing
Committee received a survey
report concerning visitation
hours in University Housing
from the Research and Development Committee this week.
Survey answers from 300
students reveal a dissatisfaction
with present visitation rules. The
present policy is 11 a.m. to
12 a.m. on weekdays and from
10 a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends.
Scott Kerr, chairperson of the
Housing Committee, says he
feels that most of the committee
members and members of the
Student Senate agree that there
needs to be a change in the visitation hours.
"I think people are content
enough with the way the rules
are right now, but 51 percent,
saying they want a change, is a
strong indication that people are
upset," Kerr said.
One idea being brought to attention is that each of the
residence halls could make their
own visitation rules.
Kerr said nothing has actually

been done to change the rules
over the last couple of years
because there has been nothing
to prove that the students want a
change. In order to argue the
problem," There needs to be support on paper, proving the viewpoints of students," Kerr said.
"A change in the hours may hit
a minority who may disapprove,
and the minority should be
heard, but the majority should
always rule," he said.
The parents complaints are
other problems pressuring the
housing department. Kerr said
he feels students on campus are
old enough to know what they
want to do. "The University
sometimes has a tendency to
treat us like children, but punish
us like adults," he said. Furthermore, "I don't think any parents
are going to keep their child from
entering Clemson just because of
the visitation rules.
"It's up to the University to do
what the students want, and it's
my duty to do what the students
want, too," Kerr said.
To change or eliminate the
rules, a resolution must be writ-

Bills affecting students
proposed in Assembly
by Mark Schoen
staff writer
The 1986 session of the South
Carolina General Assembly
convened Jan. 14 in Columbia.
Among the multitude of prefiled bills are two proposals
that, if passed, will directly affect college students.
The first proposal concerns
the transferring of credits from
one South Carolina public college to another.
Under the system that is being considered by the General
Assembly, all South Carolina
"state-supported institutions of
higher learning" must give
credit of some kind for all
courses taken at any other
South Carolina state-supported
school. At the very least, free
elective credit must be given for
transferred courses.
Under the current system
each college acts as an individual entity with regards to
setting credit transfer policy
for incoming students. At this
time, there are several stipulations regarding the transferring
of credits to Clemson, according to Cathy Mullen, assistant
director of admission.
First, the college which
credits are to be transferred
from must be an accredited institution. All South Carolina

public colleges are accredited.
Secondly, the courses that are
to be transferred must be
similar in description to the corresponding courses at Clemson.
This similarity (or dissimilarity)
is determined by Clemson professors.
If it does meet University
standards then credit is given.
If not, the transferring student
may receive credit for the
course simply as an elective or
possibly receive no credit at all.
The transferred course must
also be permitted in the student's new curriculum and it
cannot be a duplication of a
course already taken.
The final criterion is that a
grade of C or better must have
been made in the course to be
transferred.
The other proposal filed with
the. General Assembly that
would affect college students is
a bill requesting all public colleges in South Carolina to
oberve Veteran's Day, Nov. 11,
as a part of their holiday
schedule.
According to the Clemson
provost office, even if the bill
becomes a law, it will probably
not be mandatory for the school
to observe the holiday on Nov. 11.
Regardless, the number of inclass days per semester will be
unchanged.

Research and Development Committee surveyed 300 students.
ten and passed by a majority
vote of the Student Senate. If ap- The students were selected from a list of students generated by a
proved, the president of the computer.
senate must argue the case to
Nick Lomax, acting vice president for student affairs.
VISITATION HOURS
Lomax, then presents the case
to Almeda Rogers, head of the
Are you happy with current visitation hours in University
1.
housing department, to see if she
housing?
objects to the proposed rule
change. If Rogers OKs the case,
A. Yes
147
(49%)
President Cox can either veto or
B. No
152
(51%)
sign the resolution.
C. No Opinion
1
(.3%)
At this point, Kerr says Rogers
Would you like to have weekday visitation hours exsees valid points in his argutended from 12 a.m. to 1 a.m.
ments. More discussion about
the topic will be held with Rogers
A. Yes
247
(82%)
and the associate and assistant
B. No
53
(18%)
directors of the housing departWould you like to have weekend visitation hours ex^
ment at the end of this week.
tended from 2 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Kerr says that although he expects some opposition, he wants
A. Yes
250
(83%)
to write the legislation. "I don't
B. No
48
(16%)
expect having visitation 24 hours
C. No opinion
2
(.6%)
a day to pass, but extending the
Resident
Halls
can
decrease
visitation
or eliminate it
hours by one hour has a chance of
altogether
by
majority
vote.
Would
you
be in favor of
succeeding."
residents
being
able
to
increase
visitation
hours by ma"Even if the resolution is
jority
vote?
vetoed, I still want something on
file for someone to use in the
A. Yes
271
(90%)
future in hopes that one day the
29
B. No
(10%)
rules will be changed," Kerr said.

Retired judge seeks
governor's mansion
by Blair Ranlom
staff writer
Retired Circuit Judge Frank
Eppes spoke Monday in Daniel
Auditorium as part of the Gubernatorial Forum sponsored jointly
by the Strom Thurmond Institute and the political science
department.
His interest in government, he
said, is "to be sensitive to the
needs of the poeple." He said
that our national government is
the best form of government in
the world today and that the
Constitution is still strong.
Eppes depicted the problem of

Judge Frank Eppes

Eppes said he feels a need for a
unemployment today t>y citing a
magazine article he read. It told "can-do attitude" with less
the story of a man looking for a Japanese and more American.
"We need to return pride to our
job.
The man arose at 6 a.m. to the country," he said. When searsound of an alarm clock made in ching for new industries for
Japan. He shaved with an elec- South Carolina, he said "why not
tric razor made in Japan. He go to Chicago instead of China,
dressed in a shirt and a pair of or Toledo instead of Tokyo?"
pants made in Taiwan. The artiHe is also opposed to illegal
cle . continued describing ac- drugs. "If I could wave a wand
tivities of the man which incor- and do away with one thing," he
porated other countries' pro- said, it would be drugs. His plan
ducts.
would take place through an
The man sat down at the end of education program that would
an unsuccessful day of job hun- stop the vicious cycle of greed
ting questioning, "Where are the and money at the expense of our
jobs?"
country's youth.
One major problem facing our
nation, Eppes said, is not making the most efficient use of
our natural resources—the
youth. "While in school, do not
mistake pleasure for happiness,"
he said.
In response to a question about
his campaign, Eppes said, "The
Democrats have the donkey and
the Republicans have the
elephants, but it is the man, not
the brand, that gets elected."
Eppes served in the 13th
district circuit of South Carolina
for 23 years and was a member of
the House of Representatives in
Columbia for 14 years. He received his undergraduate education
and his law degree from the
University of South Carolina.

Platonic relationships: terrific but troublesome
He's happy-go-lucky, understanding,
considerate, and most importantly,
honest. He's my big brother. Well, not
exactly.

ON THE LINE

Kim Norton
Interim News Editor
I call Gem (an acronym for George Ellis
McDowell) my big brother because he, in
a sense, takes care of me. He is always
giving me advice and keeping me out of
harm's way. Although we're the same
age, Gem has provided me with a sense of
security that many older brothers give
their kid sisters.
For seven years Gem has been one of
my closest confidants. The long discusSSu we have vary in subject from subsandwiches to sex—the latter be-

ing a big topic.
brother. Unaffected by her logic, I usually
When we were both about 13. Gem ex- went into a spiel about adoption. When I
plained the birds and the bees to me in a hit teenage status and wanted a goodway that even I could understand. He looking 16- or 17-year-old brother, my
answered my questions in a couple of mom became irate.
weeks. Unfortunately, most of my peers
But the need for an older brother perhad known about this stuff for years. Talk sisted, thus drawing me closer to my male
about naive.
friends. When I was younger, I enjoyed
Although going to separate colleges has talking to someone who wasn't giggling
made it difficult to keep in touch, Gem and squealing all the time. I gained a lot
and I have remained close friends.
of insight concerning male frustrations in
There is a point to this story, believe it dealing with females. Girls, they actually
or not. It's about platonic relationships.
do have some legitimate complaints about
Platonic relationships are scoffed at, us.
sneered at, and, by some, not even though
Platonic relationships are not extinct
to exist. Sometimes they are tough to They do exist, even among college
maintain, but I wholeheartedly believe in students.
their existence.
The Tiger staff consists of a vast maAs an only child, I always longed for an jority of guys. Working with them is like
older brother. I asked my mom why I being a part of a large family. We have a
couldn't have an older brother. She would lot of laughs together, but like most other
proceed to explain that, since I came first, families we have our squabbles.
it was impossible for me to have an older
The relationships up here are mostly

platonic, brother/sister type. We have
learned a lot from each other because of
the tremendous amount of time spent
together. Many nights have been spent
talking while tapping away at typewriter
keys. You learn a lot about people when
it's 3 a.m. and there's still plenty to do.
But platonic friendships can lead to
trouble. It seems that everyone has at
least one story to tell concerning them
and a special friend who became more
than a friend. As long as the feelings are
felt by both parties involved, there is no
problem. But when only one person has a
change of feelings, not only can resentment develop-a special friendship may
be lost.
When it comes down to it, male/female
friendships are among the most special
there are. It's not really a person's sex
that is important, but their ability to
understand and relate to another human
being that really counts.
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Band committee chooses style; Speaking Out
IPTAY to buy new uniforms
by Melissa McCowan
staff writer
Next fall, the "band that
shakes the Southland" will be
shakin' it in new uniforms. The
Band Uniform Committee, composed of representatives from
Tiger Band, the music department, and IPTAY, has chosen a
design and expects to award the
contract to one of five uniform
companies in mid-February.
"We're excited, needless to
say," said Bruce F. Cook, director of bands.
The IPTAY Board of Directors
established that IPTAY would
pay for the uniforms last fall, and
in December the Uniform Committee met with representatives
from five uniform companies and
formulated the basic design of
the new uniform.
Last weekend the companies
came to Clemson and brought
samples, from which the final
design was composed. In
February, the five companies will
return to Clemson with their version of the new uniform, and then
a contract will be awarded.
Bert Henderson, associate executive secretary of IPTAY, said
that the uniform manufacturers
are the five "most well-known
uniform companies," several of
which have "up to 75 years of
experience."
Cook said that they had more
flexibility when choosing the new
uniforms because the Symphonic
Band will not be wearing the
marching band uniforms, as they
have in the past. "The Symphonic Band will wear formal
attire on stage," said Cook.
The process of selecting a
manufacturer that can create
uniforms to the exact specifications is a thorough one, partly
because of the expense, and
partly because the uniforms

The new uniform will be only
the fourth uniform worn by
Clemson's band. Soon after the
turn of the century, the Band
Company members wore the
regular cadet uniforms, according to John H. Butler, head of the
department of music, and chairman of the Uniform Committee.
"Around 1957, Robert E.
Lovett, Director of Bands, convinced the administration of
Clemson College that a new
distinctive uniform was needed,"
Butler said.
The 1957 uniform was an 11piece uniform consisting of a
short gray jacket with brass buttons and a chest overlay with a
gold "C" on a purple background. It had a short purple
cape, and the jacket was worn
with gray trousers and a tall
black rabbit-fur busby.
In 1963, starting with the
existing British-style busby, the
uniforms were designed to resemble a British guardsman's uniform. It had an orange longwaisted blouse with one row of
brass buttons, trimmed in black.
The trousers were black with
a white stripe and a purple
shoulder sash crossed from below
the right epaulet to the left waist,
with a long tassle.
After 15 years of the British
uniform, in 1978 the present
uniform was designed: the longwaisted orange tunic, white
helmet, white trousers for home
games, and black trousers for
away games.
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y-yuestion: Do you think that Student Government should be
dissolved and have the office of student life take over their
activities?

"No, I feel that the Student Government serves as a role model for the U.S.
government. It exhibits government
procedures, voting methods, and the
duties of government offices. Furthermore, it distributes essential duties for
the smooth running of the college
through club regulations, outlets for student voices, and other activities."
Andrea Posten
"Yes, because the people involved in
Student Government don't spend as
much time participating in it as they
should. The absentee rate is too high at
their meetings."
Robert Holsberg
"No, I pledge my support for Student
Government. Student Government performs two essential services to the
University: One, it administers sound
policy which provides valuable services
to the students. Two, it gives students a
chance to grow and become strong
leaders, something that our country will
never have enough of."
Eddie Jackson
"No, each of these organizations performs a separate role at Clemson University. If the Student Government were
dissolved, the organization of the
University as a whole would probably
decline."*

Rough sketch of the new
band uniform.

Donna Reeves
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by Tim Crawford
staff writer

must be sturdy and stylish
enough to last for several years.
The three hundred plus uniforms
will cost IPTAY approximately
$100,000 and will be worn for
about eight years.
The new uniforms will be similar to the "West Point uniform
. . . more conservative or cadetstyle," said Cook.
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Anarchy at CU?
Equating it with anarchy might be just a bit much.
But without a student government what would Clemson
belike?
Without a student government, Clemson students
would be without a voice in the affairs of the University.
We would be unable to take any recourse for our
problems.
Nonetheless, four students have introduced a
referendum which, if passed, would abolish Student
Government. The four students who recommended the
referendum are senators.
As senators, these four students are vested with a
responsbility to serve their constituency. Neither these
four senators nor any other senator or elected
representative can act as a representative of the student
body if Student Government is abolished.
Student Government is not a game for those who are
elected to play. It is the best way for the opinions of the
students to reach the administration.
The mere fact that a group of senators support the
abolition of Student Government indicates that these
senators do not take their jobs seriously. To them,
Student Government is a game that they can discard
when they have tired of playing it.
This group of senators question the need for Student
Government. Yet they are senators. They made the effort
to run for an office in an organization of which they wish
to abolish. Somewhere there is a contradiction.
Regardless of a contradiction of wants, those four
senators have a valid question. "Is Student Government
necessary?" Beyond any shadow of a doubt, the answer is
"Yes."
Basically, the Student Government serves a dual
purpose. To begin with, the elected representatives serve
as liaisons between the students and the administration.
When students want the visiting hours policy changed,
Student Senate broached the subject with the housing
office and the office of student affairs.
When students wanted a shuttle service from the
parking pits to their dormitories, Student Government
stepped in and bought vans for that purpose.
Without Student Government, there might not be a
possibility of changing visiting hours to better suit the
students' wishes. Without Student Government, there
might not be any shuttle vans.
The second purpose of Student Government is to be a
forum of ideas. The Student Senate chambers, along with
the judicial and executive offices, are some of the best
places for students to exchange ideas. And ideas are the
impetus for improvement.
Though it is by no means perfect, Student
Government does stand as a reminder that students do
have a say in what goes on at the University. Without
Student Government, we would lose in a world of
bureacracy.
J
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Story sounded unfair
In the dictionary on my
desk, a definition for
"mistake" is listed as "an
error in action, opinion, or
judgement." Last week I
defined the word myself.

Foster Senn
Editor in Chief
In a front page story in
the Friday Tiger, I did a
story on Delton Hall, a
football player who was
arrested for simple assault
and battery. It was in that
article that I goofed.
The article started off with
six paragraphs, which
consisted of facts that came
from a University statement.
This contained things like
the time and location of the*
alleged incident and what
the female accused Hall of
doing.
The last part of the story,
though, was where I messed
up. I was able to talk to the
female who filed the
complaint Thursday
afternoon and get a few
more details about what she
said happened.
I was unable to talk to
Hall, however. Football
players' phone numbers are
unlisted, and being on
deadline, I didn't have time
to try much of anything else.
That's when I should have
cut her quotes out of the
story or at least put that
Hall could not be reached for
comment.
But for some reason I

never really thought of that.
And that was my mistake.
The story came out
sounding unfair, giving just
her side of the story, right
there on the front page.
I've apologized to Hall and
feel bad about messing up.
Hall's version of the
incident is in today's paper.
It's sort of a response to last
week's article and gives Hall
a chance to tell what he says
happened.
But that's not too good
either, really. Instead of
being tried in court, the
incident will be tried in the
paper today with some
people saving they believe
the female and others saying
they believe Hall. And that's
my fault.
So I made a pretty-nicesized mistake last week.
It's somewhat ironic,
though, that The Tiger staff
makes a good many
decisions about things in the
paper every week—some big
but most small, some I
worry about and some I
don't.
But it was a decision I
overlooked that I messed up.

With some people turning
their thumbs up and some
turning them down, The
Tiger printed twice last
week. As expected, reaction
about the experiment was
mixed among students and
Tiger staff, but it was
interesting to try.
Because of an imbalance in
ads, we printed only eight

pages on Tuesday and 16 on
Friday which seemed to
bother some people. Some
students complained that
there was little substance to
the Tuesday issue and that
it was too small.
I thought, however, that
printing twice made The
Tiger more timely and easier
to read. The paper could be
read in small portions
instead of one big ''book" as
it sometimes is on Friday
with 28 and 32 pages.
Some people suggested
that we try printing national
news from the Associated
Press when we published
twice a week. After
considering this, though, we
decided it would be too
complicated to condense four
days' world events into one
or two stories.
For example on a typical
Monday, Khadafy might try
to bomb an airport and call
Reagan an American
imperialist. On Tuesday,
Reagan might say Khadafy's
mom wears army boots. On
Wednesday it might be
discovered that Khadafy's
mom does wear army boots.
On Thursday a woman in
army boots might be
arrested outside the White
House gates with grenades
and machine guns.
As can be seen, it would be
a little hard to cover world
events, so we didn't try.
We hope to try the twice-aweek experiment once more,
this time in February. We'll
let you know if and when we
do.
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Opinion
Guest commentary

Keeping 'Year of Peace' in perspective
by Martin W. Slann
professor of political science
1986 is well under way. For
the most part, so far, so good.
But we should keep the year,
which the United Nations has
proclaimed the "International
Year of Peace," in perspective.
The 1980s have been
consumed in so much warfare
that many of us in the United
States have tended to accept it
as commonplace. The seemingly
endless (and often forgotten)
conflicts in places such as El
Salvador, Iran and Iraq,
Southeast Asia, and several
countries in Africa have nearly
become built-in components of
the international system.
We may hope for the blessing
of peace in such places, but we
should recognize that it is a
small hope.
Who will take the "Year of
Peace" seriously? It is unlikely
that the superpowers will

disarm or even adopt a "nuclear
build down" posture this year.
Religious and political fanatics
in the Middle East regard peace
as an almost treasonous
expression of weakness.
Communist insurgents in the
Philippines will continue to
engage in brutal acts against an
equally brutal government.
There is a theory that the
human species is geared and
even programmed toward
violence, but it is an unproven
and perhaps unprovable theory.
Most of us who experience
peace do not tire of it.
The opposite theory is more
convincing and more pleasant:
Our prehistoric predecessors
usually were faced in their lives
with the choice of "fight or
flight." Those who chose to
fight wiped one another out.
Those who wisely chose flight
became our ancestors.
The annoying question of why
we have so much war in the

world remains. There are, of
course, numerous and
complicated social, economic,
religious, and ideological reasons
for the absence of peace. They
all, however, tend to make a
compelling argument for a
particular kind of political
system: democracy.
A great believer in
democracy, Winston Churchill,
argued persuasively that "there
is no such thing as a good war
and there is no such thing as a
bad peace." The overwhelming
majority of people living in
democracies would surely agree.
Democratic governments only
infrequently go to war. When
they do so it is usually in selfdefense. Vietnam was a
notorious exception.
Wherever there is democracy
there is almost always an epoch
rather than merely a year of
peace. This is an important as
well as an encouraging point.

The politically moderate
president of El Salvador, Jose
Napoleon Duarte, once
remarked that if the Salvadoran
peasant could be confident that
tomorrow would be just a little
better than today, there would
be no leftist guerillas in the hills
because they would have no
popular support. Duarte was
stating a formula for peace.
Democracies are, of course, an
endangered political species. For'
the cause of peace we must
strive to preserve and extend
democracy. We know this can
work. Japan's almost total lack
of experience in democracy in
1945 did not prevent it from
becoming a foremost democracy
within a few decades. Even with
this notable addition to the
democratic camp, it has been
slow going.
Out of 170 countries in the
world today, only about 30 can
be said to be democratic. Most

of these have enjoyed peace for
at least a generation.
There is no peace for the
resident of a Soviet gulag in
Siberia, a Filipino prison, or a
Cambodian reeducation camp.
This is because in communist or
authoritarian regimes violence
is institutionalized. Peace in
such societies has been
vanquished by an ideology that
advocates and virtually
guarantees war by a
government against its own
citizens.
Because of terrorism, which
most experts agree will get
worse in 1986, the democracies
cannot even enjoy peace of
mind. Terrorists are not going
to take the year off.
The "Year of Peace" can be a
beginning for peace.
Unfortunately, though, the
democracies cannot engage in
"flight" from those who would
have it otherwise.

Letters

'What happened to formal selection process?*
The Board of Trustees at
Clemson is about to bungle
again. Apparently not satisfied
with the controversies of the
past year or so, now they want
to rewrite history.
Chairman of the Board Louis
Batson says he wants everyone
to understand that Interim
President Walter T. Cox really
isn't an "interim" president
after all, but he is really the honest
to goodness real 10th president
of Clemson. Batson wants to
make sure that Clemson history
and everybody in the news
media reflect Mr. Cox's true
status.
Come on now. What happened
to that formal presidential
selection procedure the trustees
themselves adopted and which
all candidates for the top job at
Clemson have to go through?
Doesn't that require
participation by faculty,
students, alumni, and others?
There was a stink back last
spring because some trustees
wanted to short circuit that
process. So the Board
reaffirmed its commitment to it.
Wonder low the faculty and
students will react to the news
it got circumvented after all?
How can Walter Cox, who has
never undergone this process,
legally, historically, or in any
other way be considered
anything but an interim or

acting president, just like the
guy who was named interim
president at Winthrop not too
long ago? The peculiar thing is
that when Dr. Bill Atchley
departed the scene and the
trustees named Mr. Cox to fill
in for a few months, they
themselves referred to
Mr. Cox as "interim president"
and all the news stories from
Clemson for a long while did the
same. When Dr. Max Lennon
was announced as Clemson's new president, it was as "the
10th president of Clemson."
Now Mr. Batson says Lennon is
actually the 11th president
because Walter Cox has
suddenly been elevated to the
10th spot.
If the Trustees want to play
it that way, they should make
Mr. Cox the 11th president, not
the 10th. Dean Sam Earle, a
giant in Clemson history, once
served as acting president for a
year and a half back in the
1920s until Clemson could find
a new president. So far, he's not
known as anything but what he
actually was—an acting
president. Also interesting is
that R. C. Edwards had to serve
for almost a full year as acting
president before he was named
president by the Board.
It's always tempting to
rewrite history. Some Clemson
trustees might also like to

change the fact that Walter Cox
was ultimately the man who
was administratively
responsible for an athletic
program that twice in recent
memory has been shamed by
one of the most awful NCAA
penalties ever assessed.
They might even want to rewrite Mr. Cox's credentials,
which show virtually none of
the primary qualifications that
the trustees themselves have
laid out as requirements for
anyone who would be honored
with the title president of
Clemson University.
Mr. Batson might succeed in
controlling what Clemson says
about itself, but he will never
succeed in making history
something it is not. Clemson
deserves better. Thank God
truth has a way of winning out
in the end.
Robert Miller

Thurmond
Institute
clarifications
I appreciate the fact that The
Tiger followed up the
groundbreaking for the Strom

Thurmond Institute with an
article on construction plans in
the Jan. 17 issue. However, I
would like to clarify a few
points regarding those plans.
The Strom Thurmond
Institute already exists. Under
the capable direction of
Dr. Horace Fleming, the
Institute operates its
scholarship, research, and public
service programs out of
temporary offices at 201 Martin
Street, not far from the
Clemson House.
The building for which ground
was broken across from the
Cooper Library on Nov. 8 will
become the Institute's
permanent home and will house
the public papers of U.S. Sen.
Strom Thurmond. Construction
will cost approximately $5.5
million, all of which has already
been raised in private gifts and
commitments. Another $1
million is being raised to endow
a building maintenance fund,
which means we will not have to
rely on state funding for the
building's upkeep.
At present we are working
out building and procedural
details so that we can request
bids from construction
companies. The process of
advertising for, receiving,
reviewing, and selecting
companies to do this kind of
project is governed by state
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policy and takes at least 90
days to complete. We will begin
construction later this year, but
it's too early to say exactly
when that will be.
The Institute is the first
component of the planned
Strom Thurmond Center for
Excellence in Government and
Public Service, which is
envisioned to include facilities
for continuing education, the
performing arts, and other
programs. We are investigating
several possibilities for
developing and funding such a
complex of facilities. Until final
decision are made about which
route the University will take in
funding these facilities, nobody
will know what will comprise
the complex.
Also, I was quoted in your
article as saying, "We want to'
build the center at a time and in
a way that is least destructive
to the University." While we do
plan to minimize the disruption
that construction inevitable will
bring to the day-to-day routine
of the campus, we hope to avoid
any destruction of the
University—total or otherwise.
Thank you for allowing me to
make these clarifications.
J. Donald Elam, Vice President
Institutional Advancement
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Lecturer speaks on Counseling and Career Center
nuclear disarmament to offer a variety of seminars
on improvements and academics

by Susan Hagins
staff writer
The Strom Thurmond Institute sponsored a lecture by Jan
Martinson, Secretary General of
the International Conference on
Disarmament.
For many years Martinson
worked for the King of Sweden in
a position equivalent to the U.S.
Chief of Staff. He has also been
the Minister of Foreign Affairs
for the United Nations and has
written 20 novels.
Martinson began the lecture
with a history of the nuclear age
and subsequent disarmament
talks since the early 1950s. "The
weapons in the world today cost
one trillion dollars a year and are
one million times more powerful
than those used on Hiroshima,"
he said.
Forty nations are presently involved in the disarmament conference in Geneva, Switzerland.
In the past, the talks have not
been too successful because of
various issues such as the
Iran/Iran conflict and the
hostilities these issues produce.
In order to have successful disarmament, the United Nations is
relying on parliamentarians, nongovernmental organizations, the
media, research institutions, and
the educational community to inform people that "Disarmament
is the tip of the iceburg of international relations."
For more information, fact
sheets, newsletters, and question/answer booklets are available from the United Nations. As
Martinson said, "When you know
something, you are not as easy to
put aside in a conversation."
Martinson left the audience
with three reasons for being optimistic about the future. First,
eveyone knows there would be no
real winners in a nuclear war

by Tonji Durant
staff writer

Jan Martinson

because of all the destruction.
Secondly, countries know they
would suffer much economic
damage if involved in a war.
Thirdly, a well-informed public
doesn't want a war. The lecture
concluded with a question and
answer session between the audience and the speaker.

The Counseling and Career
Planning Center will be offering a
variety of workshops this jsemester, designed to help students adjust to particular situations and improve certain skills.
The workshops offered during
the first half of the semester
range from individual improvements to academics.
The Introduction to SelfHypnosis course will be taught
to improve skills concerning
memory, concentration, weightcontrol, improving self-concept,
headaches, and other topics of interest. The workshop will be
taught on Tuesday, Feb. 4, 11,
and 18 from 9:30-10:45 a.m.
The Human Potential Seminar
is designed to help students explore their self-esteem and find
out what they value in themselves and how to apply this
knowledge to their daily life.

This seminar will be held
Jan. 28-March 11.
The. Career Planning Workshop, which offers tests and
researching of career opportunities, works especially well for
students who wish to improve
their GPR and for those students
who are still searching for a major. The sessions will be held on
Monday, Feb. 3 and again on
Feb. 4, 11, and 18.
The second of the career workshops is aimed at the May graduates. This workshop will offer
helpful hints about entering the
job market and on interviewing
skills. The workshop will meet
Feb. 10-March 10 from 3-4:30
p.m.
In the area of academics the
planning center will offer a
course in college study skills.
Areas of focus will include studying to gain more knowledge,
maturity, and confidence in one's
self. The course will be offered
Feb. 13 and 20 from 3-4:30 p.m.

Students are always encour
aged to use the planning center's
SIGI Plus system, which is
designed to show students possible job opportunities and the
salaries that may apply. SIGI
works through the descriptions
given to it by the student and
then gives a print-out of the information. The system, which
may only be used by appointment, requires a one hour processing time.
The center also offers the
Strong-Campbell Interest Test.
This test evaluates the interests
of the student by having them
select topics from a given list
that demonstrates their interests. The planning center is
currently conducting a survey
which will be used to better meet
the needs of students. The areas
of importance include career
counseling and personal improvement. For more information call
the Counseling and Career Planning Center at 656-2451.

Spring Break Getaways
Cancun, Mexico—3 nights from $259
Nassau, Bahamas—3 nights from $240
Jamaica—3 nights from $289

MT at MUSC

The Medical Technologist Is responsible for the performance of
laboratory tests and analyses that aid the physician In
determining the nature, cause, and treatment of disease.

Prices are per person double and include
airfare and hotel.
Call today to book your trip.
Other discount packages and airfare available.

The College of Allied Health Sciences offers two options by
which a student may enter the Medical Technology Program.
•Fifteen Month Baccalaureate Degree Option
•Two Year Baccalaureate Degree Option
For further Information write to:
Medical Technology Program
Medical University of South Carolina
171 Ashiey Avenue
Charleston South Carolina Z94Z5

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL
101A East Tiger Boulevard

Applications are being accepted now.

Clemson, S.C

One of many health programs offered by the College of Allied Health Sciences

654-3890

THE BROTHERS'
DELI-ARCADE
"Take Time To See Me Brother"
FREE DELIVERY!!
654-7685
104 N. Clemson Ave.
Next to "The Study Hall"
New Owners "Butch" and "Perfect"
FROM THF r.H|| |

.SALADS
Veg.tari.fi Sub
Bagel Deli
Roast Beef
Corned Beef
Pepper Beef
Salami
Turkey
Ham
Kielbasa
Pastrami
Lebanon Bologna
Extra Cheese
Lettuce. Tomato, Onion.
Green Peppers (each)

3.00
1.75
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
.30

Hoagie with Cheese
Reuben with Cheese
Cheese Sandwich
Meat Ball Sub
Italian Sub
"Oh Brother" Sub
5 ounces of Meat
2 ounces of Cheese
(Your selection)

3.00
3.00
2.10
3.00
3.00

-.15

4.00

3.50
Gyro Salad
3.50
Greek Salad
Chef Salad
3.50
Tossed Salad
Cole Slaw
(Salads served with your choice
of dressing: French. Italian,
Thousand Island, or Roquefort)

2.75
2.75
2.75
1.05
.75

EXTRAS
French Fries
Onion Rings, Large
Onion Rings, Small
Cauliflower

1.00
1.75
1.35
2.75
2.75

"Brother" Burger
Pizza Burger
Chicken Filet
Fish Sandwich
Egg Sandwich
Egg Sandwich with Ham
Steak 6 Cheese Sandwich
Fiiat Mignon Sandwich
Rib Eye Steak Sandwich
Steak S Bagel
BBQ Beef Sandwich
Steak in a Sack
Club Sandwich with Chips
Chop Sirloin Sandwich

2.50
2.50
1.95
2.35
1.30
2.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
1.S5
2.45
2.95
3.25
2.75

DESEPTfi

Meats and Cheeses Available by the Pound.

Baklava
Cheese Cake
Bagel with Cream Cheese

1.00
1.25
1.10
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Black history month begins

Protester to speak in Tillman
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
Dick Gregory, black activist, author, and
comedian will speak Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium.
Gregory is best known for his lengthy
hunger strikes to protest such issues as
civil rights, the conflict in Vietnam, and
acid rain. Gregory also assisted the ERA
movement by instructing hunger strikers
on proper methods of fasting.

Gregory has also protested in other
ways. In 1974, he ran 900 miles from
Chicago to Washington, D.C., to call attention to world hunger and 3,000 miles
from Los Angeles to New York in 1976.
Furthermore, Gregory's talents include
writing. He is the author of nine books,
which include his autobiography and a
best seller for several years titled
Cookin 's with Mother Nature.
Although Gregory's efforts have

achieved world wide attention, as when he
met with the Ayatollah Khomeini, there
have been some costs. Gregory was virtually barred from the entertainment
world, jailed several times for his participation in demonstrations, and has had
cancelled bookings, travel costs, and legal
fees totalling over one million dollars.
Gregory's speech is the first of a series
of events commemorating Black History
Month.

Dick Gregory

Trial court system provides justice for students
violations by residence assistants or dorm supervisors. The
Supreme Court's sole function is
Judge Wapner may not preside to review appeals made from the
over these courts, but the stu- lower courts.
The judicial process begins
dent court system at the University still manages to insure when a student receives an RV.
The alleged violation against the
justice to all student offenders.
The judicial branch of Student student is described on an "inciGovernment consists of two trial dent report form," which is then
courts and the Supreme Court. sent to the housing office. From
The trial courts' sole function are there it goes to the office of stuto hear cases involving students dent life, where Dean Joy Smith
who have been issued residence determines which cases will be
by Eric Olsen
staff writer

heard in trial court.
Attorney General Cathy
Barrineau then meets with Smith
to further determine which cases
will be heard and to file charges
and issue subpoenas to students.
After receiving case records from
Barrineau, Chief Legal Adviser
Carl Berry and Assistant Chief
Legal Adviser Peggy Boyd
assign prosecution and defense
legal advisers to each case.
The prosecution delivers subpoenas and represents the in-

the fife

terests of the University at
trials. Defense advisers prepare
defenses for the defendants and
represent him in court.
If a student is found guilty, the
court may either suspend his
sentence or proscribe any combination of penalties outlined in
the Student Handbook. The
court delivers the sentence in the
form of a recommendation to the
vice president of student affairs,
who may alter the sentence but
does so only rarely.

Any student may appeal his
case to the Supreme Court within
five days of sentencing. To make
an appeal, a student must submit
a written brief to the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court is not
required to hear a case submitted
before it, nor is it required to
issue an opinion of its decision.
The Supreme Court may also hear
civil lawsuits involving students
who feel their constitutional rights
may have been violated.

VEnr.fc>arrassecf To As/c ?

tiger Wr
sports shop

We're Not Embarrassed To Tell.

FINEST CLEMSON CLOTHING AND GIFTS

In fact, we're pleased to quote our fees and
services. We invite you to call our 24-Hour Fee &
Service Line 882-9322 to hear the message we've
recorded for you. And, if you should
have additional questions after
listening to the tape,
there's a staff member to
talk with you between
8 am - 5 pm at
any office.
«y'""

$

.

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

CLEMSON SPORTSWEAR
AND SWEA TCLOTHING BY RUSSELL A THLETIC
110 COLLEGE • CLEMSON • 654-8134

Copyright 1985 Grigg. Associates. Inc.. All Right. R.

'Best Pizza in Clemson and Reasonably Priced"
12 noon until-

PIZZA PUB

en 654-3000

302 SENECA ROAD IN MINI MALL
(ACROSS FROM DEATH VALLEY)

ALL-DAY FREE DELIVERY

FREE BEER

Vi PRICE

DINE IN ONLY,
MON.-SAT.
• WITH PURCHASE
OF MINI PIZZA—
1 FREE DRAUGHT
• WITH SMALL PIZZA
—2 FREE DRAUGHTS
• WITH MEDIUM OR
LARGE PIZZA—
1 FREE PITCHER

L.

NOT VAUD WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR SPECIAL

DELICIOUS,
DELUXE
THICK-CRUST
PIZZA

BUY SMALL, MEDIUM
OR LARGE PIZZA.
GET 2ND PIZZA
OF EQUAL VALUE
AT V4 PRICE.
ON PHONE ORDERS. YOU
MUST ADVISE AT THE
TIME OF ORDER THAT
COUPON WILL BE USED.

• 50c OFF
MINI PIZZA
• $1.00 OFF
SMALL PIZZA

• $2.00 OFF
MEDIUM OR
LARGE
PIZZA

ON PHONE ORDERS, YOU
MUST ADVISE AT TIME
OF ORDER THAT
COUPON WILL RE USED.

ON PHONE ORDERS. YOU
MUST ADVISE AT THE
TIME OF ORDER THAT
COUPON WILL BE USED.

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR SPECIAL

NOT VAUD WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR SPECIAL

NOT VAUD WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR SPECIAL
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Council for Exceptional
Children (CEC) will meet this
semester on Feb. 20, March 27,
and April 17 from 4:30 to 5:30
p.m. in 108 Tillman Hall. If you
have any questions contact
Frank Elrod at 656-5120 or
Barbara Lyons at 656-5106.
The Travel Committee is sponsoring a shopping and ice skating
trip to Eastland Mall in
Charlotte Saturday, Feb. 1,1986,
at 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The cost is $7
and includes transportation.
Sign up deadline is Jan. 30;
enrollment limits minimum of 11,
maximum of 39. It is open to
students as well as faculty, so
sign up now in the loggia.
Interested in losing weight? A
free weight-control program is
currently being conducted by a
Clemson faculty member. For
more information contact
Dr. Dickson Parnell at 656-4979.

Alpha Epsilon Delta pre-med
honor society is offering a review
course for the MCAT/DAT.
Those interested should contact
Dr. Wagner at 656-3835 or
Vanessa Ammen at 656-6170.
Spring 86 private pilot ground
school for Clemson Aero Club
members will be held Jan. 31,
6-10 p.m.; Feb. 1 and 2, 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Call Glenn at 654-1397 or
Eric at 656-7687.
Learn to fly with Clemson Aero
Club. New members are welcome.
Meetings are held the second and
fourth Monday each month in
116 Sirrine at 8 p.m. Call Glenn
at 654-1397 or Eric at 656-7687
for more information.
Students or faculty who are
planning to fly from Atlanta to
Frankfort, Germany, in May,
please contact Professor Ed
Arnold at 656-3411 for information on flight discount.

CLASSIFIEDS
Lost: Opal ring lost in Brackett
Hall. REWARD OFFERED.
Call Carol at 654-7356.
Professional Typing Service—offering great prices on
word processing and typing to
students and faculty. Resumes
and cover letters, term papers,
college forms, etc. All resumes
will be permanently stored for
your availability. Most will be
done on a next-day basis. Call
656-6906.
SPRING BREAK on the
beach at South Padre Island,
Daytona Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach, or
Mustang Island/Port Arkansas
from $89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from only $86!
Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie
bags, more . . . Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for more information
and reservations call toll free
1-800-321-5911 TODAY! When
your Spring Break counts . . .
count on Sunchase.

For summer employment at
the beach: Are you a psychiatric
nurse with a master's degree in
psycho-social nursing who yearn
to spend your summer vacation
at Myrtle Beach, S.C., and make
money at the same time by
teaching your specialty to A.D.
students? The USC-Coastal
Carolina College of Nursing Dean
wants to hear from you. Please
send a detailed resume along
with a letter of introduction and
three references from employers
and/or supervisor, to Dr. Milene
Megel, Dean of Nursing, Coastal
Carolina College, P.O. Box 1954,
Conway, S.C. 29526. Affirmative
Action Employer.

George, HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
Love, Kappa Tau Chapter, Delta
Sigma Pi.
J. C. (Liar)—Here's the birthday card I "owe" you. Hope you
had a good one. Love, Lil.
Small, cute, and Italian. This is
the Big weekend. The Bears will
make a McDLT out of the Pats.
Signed Confident.
Ramona—Thanks for taking
the time out for the picture; it
turned out great, because of the
subject not the photographer.
T-squared.
Scoots, looking forward to our
weekend together. I've missed
you bear hugs! Love, The Kid.

One bike to lend for three
months or sell to a Dutch student. Please call Teroen Tan at
656-8635 or 656-3533 (office
number).

C(emson<Umverstiy

NEW ROUND-TRIP AIRFARES
Charlotte-Washington
$ 58
Charlotte-Newark
.. $ 58
Greenville-Newark
$ 98
Atlanta-Seattle
$178
Atlanta-Los Angeles
$178
Atlanta-San Francisco
$178

PERSONALS
Bill, HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
Love Kappa Tau Chapter, Delta
Sigma Pi.

Single bed and dresser, $100.
Call 261-9317 (Sandy Springs).

Ma and Pa small town, Happy
26th! From the one and only songone-big-time writer. Many
more.

-

QmtmL Calendar

&

CORRECTION
'

SMALL W@R LD TMVEL
SERVING CLEMSON SINCE 1976
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1. UP THE HILL FROM BOJANGLES
2. TIGER BLVD.
ACROSS FROM MELL HALL
NEXT TO WENDY'S
654-6125
654-8440

Please note the following event date changes on the Clemson University
Cultural Calendar that was mailed last week:

The Carl Ratcliff Dance Theatre will appear February 27, 1986, at
8 p.m. in Tillman Hall at Clemson University — not January 27,
1986.
The Eaton-Freeman Piano Competition will be April 3,1986, at
'8 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium — nor March 23, 1986,i, at 3 p.m.
To confirm times and dates of other events, please call 656-2467
to check the Internal Communications master calendar listing.

CORRECTION

Are you creative?
If so, come to the
2nd Annual

TAPS Shoot Yourself Contest
Jan. 27-30 outside Student Gov't. Building
Only the most creative/unusual/profound entries
will be printed in TAPS 1986.
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Riding provides alternative type of exercise
by Anne Kennedy
staff writer
For those who do not scorn the
concept of exercise but who
dread any thoughts of jogging or
aerobics, there is an alternative.
Bicycling. Of course, this alternative is nothing new. In fact,
the bicycle is an antique
compared to the Nike and the
Reebok.
The bicycle is a necessity for
most children. It ranks right up
there with tree forts and Barbie
dread any thoughts of jogging or
is usually replaced by the car as
children grow up.
It is forced to lead a worthless
existence in the corner of the
garage. Along with the deflated
kick ball and the three-wheeled
red wagon, it awaits a new
generation.
Overshadowed by other forms
of exercise, cycling does not
receive the publicity it deserves.
As a means of transportation, it
is economical and ecological. As
a means of exercise, it is an excellent aerobic activity.
According to the American
Heart Association, bicycling can
condition the heart and the lungs.
Conditioning increases the
oxygen available to the body and
enables the heart to use oxygen
more efficiently.
A regular bicycle regimen com-

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

John Ciccarelli takes part in the alternative of aerobic exercising, bicycling.
bined with a healthy diet is a safe
Begin by cycling 20 to 30
The only equipment required is
and effective way to lose weight. minutes for at least three times a a sturdy and reliable bike. If it is
Other benefits include an in- week. Keep a moderate pace of 6 still around, pull the poor old
crease in energy and stamina. It to 12 mph. After a few weeks, in- bike out of the corner of the
is a muscle toner, and it helps one crease the length and frequency garage. Brush off the cobwebs
relieve, tension, relax, and sleep of the trips. The hills will even- and take it to the local bike shop
for an overhaul.
better.
tually seem less monumental.

If it is beyond revival and a
new one is in order, shop around.
There are lots of moderately
priced bikes available. As a
beginner it is not necessary to
start out with a top-of-the-line
model. A good choice for a beginner would be a well-made threeor five-speed touring bike.
Dress for comfort and for the
weather. It is a good idea to layer
clothing to keep out the cold and
the wind. The best fabrics are
cotton, fleece-lined cotton, wool,
Gore-tex, polypropylene, or
nylon. These fabrics allow sweat
to evaporate and keep out the
rain and wind.
Do some stretches before
taking off to limber up the body
and prepare it for the ride ahead.
A good way to warm up and cool
down is to walk or ride the bike
slowly.
Clemson has many trails that
rage in length and difficulty.
Ride around campus and town
for starters. Stamina and energy
permitting, progress to the campus perimeter. Ride out towards
Central or in the. opposite direction under the train trestle. The
route to Twin Lakes is a haul, but
the scenery is worth it.
Do some exploring and remember to share the road with the
cars. Bicycling is a healthy alternative.

And a hero is made Englishman explored upstate
of these things
by Morgan Molthrop
staff writer

Heroes. Most of the time we think of heroes as being tough and
larger-than-life. Maybe someone's hero is John Wayne or Cary
Grant or Marlon Brando. But, there is another kind of hero

RAMBUN'

Hugh Gray
Features Editor
This type of hero may not have a million, or even a thousand,
clamoring fans. He may not even be able to read or write. Still, he's
a hero in another sense. The kind of hero I mean is the one who takes
the adversity in his life and works at resolving it, without shying
away.
I guess I ought to add a limitation to that—without shying
away and without feeling so much self-pity that others around him
take the blunt of frustrations.
What made me think about this was a true story I saw in a
movie the other night. The main character, Rocky, had a disease
that contorted his head. He wouldn't let that stop him from living
and enjoying his life, though.
When he went to a new school, the kids laughed at him and
treated him like a weirdo. He would eat lunch and spend most his
time alone at first.
But, he just wouldn't let his problem make him a recluse. He
fought back with the best weapon he had—himself. He showed that
that inner beauty we hear so much about really could overcome the
outer problems. He knew he couldn't change his situation, but he
had the courage to make the best of it.
Rocky was a hero from real-life, not from some secret intelligence agency or some exotic island. Through him we see that
there are others around us who are heroes, also.
I guess we could all be heroes at one time or another because
there are always pitfalls in our lives. Whether it's because of family
crisis, death of someone close, rape, that's the time to turn squareshouldered and make a stand for happiness and order in our life, like
Rocky did.
All this talk about life and such makes it look like I'm trying to
become a psychiatrist or something, even though I'm not. Those
were just a few things I wanted to say.
Maybe this idea about real-life heroes is just some fantasy I've
cooked up to hop on when I feel like going loony-tunes. But, then
again, maybe it isn't.
Look around and see.

Called "Puc Puggy"-the
flower picker—by the Cherokee
Indians, William Bartram is responsible for much of what we
know about the native populations of the American Southeast.
King George of England commissioned this botanist/naturallist/explorer/author to search the
Western Carolinians, Georgia,
and Florida "for the discovery of
rare and useful productions of
nature." In 1773, Bartram set
out from Charleston.
Documenting detail after detail, species after species,
Bartram explored the region for
three years. The Travels of
William Bartram, his account of
the journey, was originally
published in 1791 and has long
been recognized as a classic in
both science and language.
Beyond that, his descriptions
give us an interesting perspective on how things were before
the major westward expansion of
European settlers.
Probably passing over what is
now Clemson, Bartram made his
way to the Indian town of Sinica.
In addition to commenting on
the significance and beauty of
Seneca's predecessor, Bartram
observed the abundance of
wildlife. He wrote of many
animals which no longer flourish
in South Carolina—mountain
lions, bears, moose, and buffalo.
Most of the land that Bartram
explored was within the
Cherokee nation. His good relationship with the native
Americans was unusual at a time
when bloody struggles with

Andy Farah/graphics

whites were increasing. But
because the botanist was considered harmless, he was left to
his own devices.
From this unique position, he
was able to see first-hand how
the Cherokee lived. It is interesting to note that Indian
dwellings of the region were not
tee-pees, but log cabins which
proved worthy of imitation by
Anglo pioneers.
The biological, historical, and
anthropological aspect of
Bartram's work cannot be ignored. He reported on rivers,
forests, swamps, and entire
ecosystems. It is believed that of
the species he took, at least one
valuable plant was saved from
extinction. His descriptions of

Indian wars and traditions gave
information
unavailable
elsewhere.
What makes Bartram's book
even more important is the
literary impact it had on the new
breed of naturalist writers.
Wordsworth, Carlyle, and
Emerson all held it in high
esteem and Samuel Coleridge used it as a source for Kubla Khan
and The Ancient Mariner.
Through his descriptions of the
beauty of this region, Bartram
was able to transcend the confines of technical writing and
deliver an account which not only
lives today in historical and
scientific journals, but also in the
annals of literature.

New foreign language camp offered for high schoolers
by Lynn Scoggins
staff writer
During July of 1986, in addition to the
other athletic and academic camps, a new
camp will be held at Clemson University.
The University FLES (Foreign
Language for Elementary Students) program will sponsor a Foreign
Language Camp for exceptional high
school students in grades 9-12 who have
successfully completed two or more years

of French, German, or Spanish.
An introductory Russian program will
also be offered, but previous study of
some foreign language is recommended.
Money from a grant that the department received will go towards paying
faculty members to teach during the
camp, and as a result, no tuition will be
charged.
The camp will consist of language
tables, films, games, skits, songs, field
trips, and computer-assisted instruction.

all involving as much spoken foreign
languages as possible.
Assisting in these activities will be
several carefully selected master teachers
and counselors, as well as Clemson
foreign language majors who will be organizing the activities.
In addition to the studying, the student
will get a taste of life as a Clemson student. They will live in dorms, eat at the
dining hall, and have access to tennis, rac,*«,«*«<

quetball, swimming, and picnics at Lake
Hart well.
Although the camp is primarily a learning experience, the students will get the
opportunity to meet many people, students alike, with some of the same interests as he/she has. It is also an asset to
students who want to further their knowledge of a foreign language and perhaps
decide to pursue a career in a foreign
language.

.,♦.«>.•A\*.*-*Xf*SX*.*".*.*.*X*A« Vv*"4.***'*"■* X*"«'»~«*«V*V.V.V. V.\ i
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Rape
Victims react to attacks in different ways
Editor's note: The names
have been changed in the
following story to protect the
victims.
"He took away something
I can never get back."
Betty is a rape victim.
But's she's one of the lucky
ones. She's still alive.
Sexual assaults on women
are increasing in number and
Clemson University is not
exempt from the crime. In
1985, there were 16
confirmed rapes involving
University students,
according to reports
compiled by Crisis Ministries
in Anderson.
Archie Morgan, executive
director of Crisis Ministries,
works with rape victims,
helping them pick up the
pieces of their lives.
When a stranger walked
into the room, Betty, a
23-year-old Anderson
resident, hurried over to
where her husband was
sitting. She crawled onto his
lap and gathered her legs
up under her, looking like a
scared animal afraid of being
beaten.
Six days earlier, Betty had
been raped by a man she
knew.
Betty went through many
of the feelings rape victims
generally encounter such as
guilt, humiliation,
degradation, but mostly
anger.
"He's going to get it,
sooner or later," Betty said.
"He's out on bail now and
I 'm scared he's going to
come after me. If he does,
I'll kill him."
Anger is the best reaction
a rape victim can have,
Morgan said. "When they
get angry, they get all of
their feelings out in the
open. Otherwise, their
bottled up emotions just eat
them up."
Rape victims react in a
variety of ways. Some of
them start crying and can't
stop. Others will just stare
off into space as if in a daze.
"I've seen cases where the
victim will just laugh,"
Morgan said. "When this
happens, it's hard to get the
police to believe that a rape
really took place."
The circumstances
surrounding Betty's rape
indicate that she may have
been stalked out by her
attacker. The man who
allegedly raped her lives in
the same apartment complex
as she and her husband.
"I was walking through a
parking lot, getting ready to
enter a store," Betty said.
"This guy came up beside
me, grabbed my purse, and
started running. I began
chasing him and two men
came up and offered to help
me catch him. We were
running towards the woods
after the guy who grabbed
my purse, when one of the
two men who were
supposedly helping me
dragged me to the woods
and raped me."

ruj}

HELPLED^NE^>

His TRUST

Betty shuddered as she
described the incident. The
look on her face tells the
story of a woman who has
been through a great deal.
After the attack, Betty
notified the Crisis Ministries.
The emergency room at
Anderson Memorial Hospital
performed the one-and-a-halfhour battery of tests. The
rape kit, provided free by
SLED, allows for a thorough
examination of every part of
the victim's body for any
evidence which might help in
prosecution later on, such as
flakes of the rapist's skin
under the victim's
fingernails.
"I can't understand why
someone wouldn't report a
rape," Betty said. "It's just
supid not to report it."
But statistics show that
most people don't report
rapes. For every rape
reported, an estimated
18 more
occur. "In the Tri-County

area, which we [Crisis
attack.
Ministries] serve, there were
Of the 16 rape cases that
167 reported rapes," Morgan involved University students
said. "That means probably
in 1985, none of them could
more than 3,000 actually
be reached for comment or
occurred.
would consent to be
Convictions are hard to get interviewed. Some of them
in rape cases because,
know their attacker and are
basically, it's the word of the afraid to talk about the
victim versus that of the
incident because of
suspect. One of the main
repercussions from this
reasons convictions are few
article. Others still find it
and far between, Morgan
too sensitive a subject to
said, is that so few victims
talk about.
are willing to come forward
One former Clemson
with their story.
student declined to talk
"If more people would
about the assault but
report rapes, we could get
allowed a friend to tell her
more convictions," he said.
story for her.
"Getting several people to
Jill was sexually assaulted
come forward against one
when the boy she had been
suspect almost assures a
dating became drunk and
conviction'"
raped her in this dorm
Sexual assaults don't just
room—at 5 p.m. with plenty
happen somewhere else and
of potential witnesses
to someone else. Rape is a
outside the room enjoying
violent crime that affects all
happy hour in the hall.
women regardless of age,
According to her friend,
race, or economic status. All
Jill was raped after she
women are vulnerable to an
refused her attacker's sexual

overtures.
Jill was raped last spring.
Because of the incident, she
didn't return to Clemson in
the fall. Her attacker is still
on campus roaming free.
"She [Jill] told no one for
two months about the rape,"
the friend said. "Then she
told me, and two months
later she confided in her
brother. Other than her
brother and me, no one
knows, not even her
mother."
To complicate matters, Jill
found herself pregnant as a
result of the rape. According
to her firend, the abortion
was harder for her to accept
than the rape itself.
"She still feels guiltytaking the blame upon
herself for what happened,"
the friend said. "She still
feels 'dirty,' and is having a
hard time feeling close to
someone."
One thing that has helped
Jill get through the pain of
the rape and abortion is a
former steady boyfriend,
whom she has started dating
again since her return home.
He doesn't know of the rape
or abortion, but bis
friendship has been a great
source of strength, the friend
said.
Whether it be a friend,
boyfriend, fiance, or
husband, the rape victim
often needs someone to talk
to about the incident who
will understand and be
supportive. Dealing with the
assault is not only hard on
the victim, but also on those
closest to them.
"There are few unplanned
rapes," Morgan said.
"Seventy to 75 percent of all
rape victims know their
attacker. The other 20 to 25
percent stalk out their
victims."
"The closer a person is to
their attacker in terms of
familiarity, the harder it is
for them to get over it,"
Morgan said. "That's why
date rape is so distressing."
It's not just walking alone
at night that is unsafe.
There have been reports of
girls being attacked while
working alone in classrooms
and labs. Morgan stressed
being aware of your
surroundings at all times.
"If more people would be
willing to get involved, we
could get more convictions.
SLED provides the rape
examination kit free, yet
Redfern is not equipped to
handle a rape case. They
have to send the victim to
Anderson for the exam. I
just don't understand that."
Morgan advises dealing
with the problems
accompanied by a rape, not
shoving the dilemma back
into the subconscious. "It's
like driving a car as soon as
possible after you've had an
accident. The sooner the
problem is faced, the easier
time you'll have in accepting
and dealing with what has
happened."
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Psychologist provides insight into mind of rapist
Rape is not an act of true
sexual desire; it's an act of
aggression.
Psychology professor
Dr. Spurgeon Cole said that
rapists can be classified by
their motivation into three
categories: the aggressive
aim rapist, the sexual aim
rapist, and a fusion of the
sexual and aggressive aim
rapist.
The aggressive aim rapist
is looking only to express an
act of aggression against a
woman, Dr. Cole said. These
men usually have a very
macho image and are
involved in a typically
masculine occupation (truck
driver, construction worker,
etc.).

This type of man is very
insensitive, uncaring and
psychopathic. Dr. Cole said
that often times an
aggressive aim rapist was a
victim of child abuse, had a
poor family life, or has had
bad relationships with
women.
The married aggressive
aim rapist has access to sex
from his wife, but likes
"being able to put women in
their place." Sex is an outlet
of aggression for him. "This
classification of rapist likes
to be domineering," Dr. Cole
said.
If a woman was attacked
by this type of rapist,
fighting back would be more

of a turn-on than a deterent.
He thrives on aggression and
would see his victim as a
challenge, not a human.
The sexual aim rapist is a
non-aggressive male just
trying to act out a fantasy.
He is interested in satisfying
his sex drive because
usually in the past it has
been thwarted.
This type of rapist can be
characterized by a history of
poor relationships with
women. He has had few
dates and often lives in a
fantasy world.
If a sexual aim rapist tried
to assault someone, they
could probably get away or
discourage the attack by

resisting. His non-aggressive
nature will allow for some
sort of humanity.
The fusion of a sexual and
aggressive rapist into one
individual is a dangerous
character type. This
classification of rapist is
extremely disturbed and
may have a schizophrenic
personality.
"One out of every 500
rapes ends in death,"
Dr. Cole said. "This rapist is
the one most likely to kill his
victim. He can only gain
pleasure if violence is
expressed during the act of
rape."
There is very little chance
of escape from this rapist.
Treatment for any type of

rapist is very difficult, said
Dr. Cole. Their character
personality is disturbed. The
traits they possess
concerning violence and
aggression have become
lifelong patterns that are
very difficult, if not
impossible, to break.
Dr. Cole said that the
tendency people have to
think that women "ask for
it" when they get raped is
purely a myth. "Anger,
aggression and hostility are
the things people should
associate with rape," he said.
Do rapists ever feel guilty
for their acts of violence?
Dr. Cole said, "The only
time a rapist feels remorsise is
when he gets caught.'

J

Campus police offer rape risk reduction program
"If you say no, it's rape."
Investigator Thea
McCrary has been working
with rape victims for 12
years; she knows what she's
talking about.
Sexual assaults on campus
are something that McCrary
and the Univesity Police
Department are trying to do
something about. The
program offered by the
department and put on by
McCrary or her husband,
Investigator Mac McCrary,
points out ways to possibly
avoid an attack and what to
do if you are sexually
assaulted.

One thing that McCrary
thinks is needed to improve
the safety of the campus is a
better lighting system. "The
. lights that they have on the
ihtermural fields are so
effective that it almost
seems like daytime," she
said. "If we could install
those all over campus, I
know a lot of people would
feel better about walking on
campus at night."
According to McCrary, the
McCrary thinks that
typical attacker or rapist is
Clemson has a really safe
looking for a particular type
campus. "That doesn't mean of victim. "He looks for a
there couldn't be things done girl walking alone in an
to improve it, but on the
unpopulated area that is not
whole, it's safe," she said.
well-lighted, and who is
The program includes a
rape risk reduction film and
answers questions
concerning sexual assault
and how to avoid it,
especially on a college
campus. The movie itself
was made in Clemson in
1982 and received national
recogniton. The film is now
being incorporated in rape
awareness programs across
the country.

encumbered by books or
heels that would make
escape difficult," she said.
There are precautions to
help prevent rape, as
outlined in the booklet that
is given out to all
participants of the rape risk
reduction program. Here are
some of the suggetions:
Always keep the doors and
windows locked in your
dormitory room or
apartment.
Don't admit strangers into
your room.
Always walk with a friend.
Stay away from bushes and
isolate or dark areas. Always
try to walk in well-lit,
populated areas.
Have an alternate route.
Don't set up a pattern for a
rapist to follow and know
your habits.
Don't accept rides with
strangers.
If you jog, jog with a
friend or in a populated area.
Always study with a
friend or in a controlled area
like the-library.
Don't pick up hitchhikers.
Don't get out of your car if
it breaks down. Stay in the
car with the doors locked.
Sound the horn; blink your
lights and wait for
assistance to arrive.
If you are attacked,
deciding whether or not to
fight back is usually a splitsecond decision. The booklet
recommends dissuading an
attacker by screaming,
claiming to have VD or
cancer, sticking your finger
down your throat and
vomiting on yourself,
reciting nursery rhymes or
getting down and eating
grass.

Carrying a weapon is
dangerous and is not
recommended. It is possible
that it could be used against
you and cause more harm to
vou than to your attacker.
Some of the best defense
tactics include kicking
biting, scratching and
clawing. The two most
vulnerable areas are the eyes
and the groin. Scratching at
the eyes or kneeing/kicking
in the groin area may allow
you enough time to run
away while the attacker is in
pain.
If you are raped, the first
thing to do, according to the
pamphlet, is to report the
rape to the police. By doing
this as soon as possible, the
chances of catching the
rapist are increased.
Do not wash or change
clothes. You might destroy
evidence that could be used
in proving the rapist guilty.
Go to the nearest medical
treatment center and have a
thorough examination.
McCrary emphasized the
fact that there are female
officers at the University
Police Department who are
trained to handle rape or
assault cases. Reporting any
incidents of assault or rape
may help get the attacker
caught and prevent future
assaults.
Getting the support of the
student body will make
things easier for the police
department. McCrary said,
"We cannot achieve
anything without help from
the students."
For more information
concerning the rape risk
reduction program, call Thea
McCrary at 2222.

Stories by
Kim Norton
Artwork by
Bill Gravely
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Summer skies in the middle of
January? Sure! Summer skies is a
slide show presentation of Alaska
More than 2,000 slides will be
shown and set to music. Also, the
narrator suggests ways of getting
a job in a state park. PRTM
students may be especially
interested! Slide show is on
Feb. 10 at 8 p.m. at Edgar's, and
is sponsored by the Outdoor
Recreation Committee.

Go to Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, Feb. 7-11. Cost is
$135 and includes three
nights' accommodations,
transportation on a deluxe
motor coach with videos! For
more information and to sign
up, contact the Union
Information Desk at 2461.

i
It
What do BASIC BARTENDING, SHAGGING,
RADIO BROADCASTING, CAKE DECORATING,
COLOR ANALYSIS, and RELAXATION have in
common? They are all short courses being
offered this week for your enjoyment. If any
of them interest you, why not give us a call
at the Union—2461. Sponsored by the Short
Course Committee.

MOVIES...
SPONSORED BY THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY UNION
FILMS AND VIDEO COMMITTEE

f: ' ■ SI i;i Vi jfi Hi -in ;

Dune, Jan. 26, Sunday Free Flick,
7 & 9:30 p.m. Free with University ID.
War Games, Monday, Jan. 27, 8 p.m.
81.
Amadeus, Jan. 30-Feb. 1, 6:30 &
9:30 p.m., $1.50.
All movies in the YMCA theater.
GO SKIING FOR JUST $14.00!
Compliments of the Union
Travel Committee , . .
Ski in Sapphire Valley, Feb. 8.
Price of $14 includes lift ticket
ski rentals, and transportation.

0

t^f ^
Dance with the CRUIS-O-MATICS at Edgar's,
Thursday night, Jan. 30, at 9 p.m.
Cover charge is $2.
CDCC is ROCKIN' THE NITE . . .

Coffeehouse presents

Remember, CDCC meetings are Wednesday nights
at 7:30 in the CDCC lounge in the YMCA.

BRIAN HUSKEY
Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.

What can you do in Charlotte on a Saturday
Relax to "lively, upbeat
for just $7.00? Shop and ice skate!f
music with a down-home I ff»*
J*
$A°Y
JBi Sign up by Jan. 30 to take this short, but
pace"! And enjoy some
in
tef*?|_) excitin9. road trip to Charlotte on Feb. 1.
Charlotte
comedy, foo!

1

These events are sponsored by the committees of the University Union.
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Entertainment
Mellencamp scheduled for March concert appearance
by Foster Senn
editor in chief
One of rock 'n rolls hottest stars will be
in Clemson March 1-John Cougar
Mellencamp and his "Scarecrow" tour
will play Littlejohn Coliseum at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the concert go on sale Thursday for $15.25. The concert is being sponsored by Beach Club Promotions and the

University Union and its Central Dance
and Concert Committee.
Mellencamp is currently touring and
promoting his new album, Scarecrow.
Songs on the album include "Lonely 01'
Night," "Small Town," and "R.O.C.K. in
the U.S.A."
Mellencamp's previous albums have included American Fool, Uh huh, and
Nothin' Matters and What If It Did.

There is no opening act scheduled for
the concert, but CDCC President James
Buckley expects the show to be excellent.
"The show so far has been reported to
be about three hours in length," Buckley
said. "It's been compared a lot with Bruce
Springsteen's last concert tour.
"His stage set-up is going to be very
plain. It's a stark-gray and gives the appearance of being clean and uncluttered

looking."
Buckley says he considers Clemson
lucky to get Mellencamp. "We're one of
the few college campuses that he's playing at as part of this tour," he said.
Buckley said students wanting to help
with the concert should attend CDCC
meetings Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
lounge in the bottom of the YMCA.
"It's going to be a great show," he said.

The Color Purple
Spielberg takes a different route with new film

by Kelly Winters
staff writer

The Color Purple is the best
movie I've seen in the past year.
It absorbs you, taking you
through a rainbow of emotions
and experiences, and leaving you
in the middle of a pot of gold
when the credits begin to roll.

Movie
Review
It is a stirring and emotional
portrait of a black woman named
Celie, played by Whoopi
Goldberg. As we see almost 40
years of her life pass before us,
we come to know her struggles
and the people around her as if
we are there with her.
Seven other characters are also
explored, but Celie's life is the
one that we are most intimate
with.
Set in the South of the early
20th century, the film begins
when Celie is 14. She gives birth
to two children, fathered by a
man Celie calls "Pa." Both of the
children are taken away from her
by Pa, and the only one she has
left for comfort is her sister,
Nettie, whom Celie loves dearly.
v'But Nettie is also wrenched
away from Celie. by the man who
becomes Celie's husband after
her father gives her to him. He is
a widower with four children, and
Celie calls him Mister. He is
played by Danny Glover.
Mister is cruel and demanding,
treating Celie as if she were.a
slave. He even keeps Celie from
seeing the letters that her sister
sends her.
Mister is even in love with
another woman, a nightclub
singer named Shug Avery.
Shug, the town preacher's
daughter, comes to stay with
Celie and Mister, and her
strength and belief in Celie and
who she is helps the shy and
repressed Celie "to grow and

Danny Glover and Whoopi Goldberg star as the ill-tempered Mister and Celie, the downtrodden woman who
escapes him and outgrows him—until they make a healing peace, late in life, in The Color Purple.
become stronger.
Shug's troubles with her father
are also shown to the audience.
Her character is loving and different and is one of the best of
the film.
Another contribution to Celie's
eventual blossoming is Sofia, a
spunky woman who marries one
of Mister's sons. She is strong
and sassy, something that eventually gets her into trouble. She
also believes in herself, a quality

which Celie admires and draws
from.
Alice Walker, author of the
novel The Color Purple, hoped
the movie would allow people to
"celebrate the spirit of Celie . . .
and the other characters, and to celebrate being alive, struggling
together and maintaining our
connections with each other."
Spielberg has done a fantastic
job in realizing these hopes. I
really felt for the characters and

wanted things to work out for
them. Everyone in this movie
does a superb job at showcasing
his other character to the viewer
and drawing the viewer into each
individual life. If Goldberg
doesn't win an Oscar for her performance, I'll be amazed.
Also, anyone can relate to the
element of struggle and being
apart from a loved one, two concepts that form the building
blocks of the story. The film is

After the glitz goes; what happens?
In the tumultuous world of entertainment, the gUtter and glamour seem to be
eternal. Lives of superstars would be
perfect if all the ritz and glitz lasted
forever. But ephemerality of the spotlight
is all too certain.

THE BEAT GOES ON

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment Editor
Being in the limelight constantly can
blind one to the reality of the situation.
Incessant adoration of the public and the
reverberating felicitation of executives
and hangers-on lead to the warping of
entertainer's perceptions of reality. This
warped perception leads them to believe
that the glamour and glory can never
come to an end.
What about the people behind the
scenes, the big executives who make the
decisions? They control the lives of their

performers, in a sense. The glamour and Miracles, Robinson had a string of hits. In
glory may seem everlasting, but it can all the late '60s the light began to fade on the
come tumbling down with the stroke of a Miracles.
pen.
Robinson went on to pursue a solo
We, the public, don't seem to be con- career and had a hit or two. During this
cerned about whether or not it is in- time he also made a career change
teresting. A hit movie, song, or television somewhat. He became vice president of
show can make you an instant superstar. Motown. Robinson is one of a select few.
Then comes the deluge of public glori- Some have not been that lucky.
Just opposite of Robinson was another
fication. All seems fine in Wonderland.
But the next time around things don't product of Motown, a member of the
go quite right. Maybe the movie or record group whose closest rival for the number
didn't quite strike it this time. The public one spot during the '60s was the Beatles.
fervor starts to die down, and soon you're Of course I'm talking about the
forgotten. No more parties, press con- Supremes. The member in question is
Florence Ballard.
ferences, groupies. The thrill is gone.
After being dismissed from the group
The best route to go would seem to be to
get involved in the action behind the and controversy, Ballard tried a solo
scenes. The record company executives career that went nowhere. She ended up
and film executives still have their jobs selling her home and other valuables to
after the hit is gone. The job security is support her family. Some years later she
there. If the artist isn't able to produce died broke and disheveled in obscurity.
Personally, I wonder if the executives
any solid results, goobye stardom—hello
behind the scenes care at all about what
reality.
It doesn't always happen like this, happens to their stars. It may sound
though. Look at Smokey Robinson. In the somewhat naive, but is it really just all
early days of Motown as lead singer of the about money? I wonder.

m photo

about ordinary people going
through life, with all of its bumps
and bruises . . and surviving.
I highly recommend this film.
It is visually and emotionally exciting, with electric performances
by all.
One final note though: If you
tend to be a bit weepy at movies
I'd advise you to take about 60
sheets of Kleenex with you, or
else you'll be soaked, as I was, by
the time you leave.

Regional
Notes

Cruis-o-Matics
The dance/rock band The Cruis-o
Matics will perform Thursday at 9 p.m.
in Edgar's. Admission is $2.

University Gospel Choir
The University Gospel Choir will have
its annual Gospel Explosion Feb. 16 at 8
p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
Sandra Reaves-Phillips
Blues/Jazz
vocalist
Sandra
Reaves-Phillips
will
perform
Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
Admission is $1 for students, $2 for
faculty and staff.
Five Directions Cinema
Five Directions Cinema will present
Get Out Your Handkerchiefs Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Y-Theater. Admission is $2.
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Twelfth Night a success
by John Padgett
copy editor
The National Players' production of Shakespeare's Twelfth
Night Wednesday in Tillman
Auditorium was a tour de force, a
magnificent comedy, a . . . but
let's not get ahead of ourselves.

Play Review

Andy Green/staff photographer

Fans in waiting

Dedicated fans await the sale of Kenny Rogers tickets
inside the foyer of the Palmetto Ballroom. Rogers will be in
concert in Littlejohn Coliseum Feb. 22.

The play, one of Shakespeare's
comedies, is full of mistaken
identity and deception. Viola and
Sebastian are fraternal twins
who are separated from each
other after their ship sinks and
they both end up in the country
of Illyria. Oh yes, one other
thing: They look exactly alike.
Viola, in order to get employment under the Duke Orsino,
dresses herself as a boy; later
Sebastian enters the scene wearing the exact same outfit. The
possibility of mistaken identity
becomes obvious.
Complicating the matters
greatly is a complex web of love.
The Duke is in love with a woman
named Olivia, but when he sends
Viola—who now calls herself

TAPS DROP-IN

Refreshments to be Served
654-1103

Coupon

———————

COLUMBO'S PIZZA
Clemson's Lowest Prices

along smoothy. Between scenes
where the lighting changed or
where the sounds of waves (to
represent being on the seashore)
were heard, he came onstage to
wave his hands and alter the
scene.
For this reason, he is regarded
as a unique character in the play,
someone who is both a part of the
action and apart from it. Like the
other mistaken identities in the
play, Feste, the supposedly dimwitted fool, has something about
his character hidden from the
other characters: He is actually
very witty.
All in all, the play was a very
satisfying comedy, one that
forces no heavy underlying
theme on the audience. The play
works as a great escape, a fantasy world which the audience
themselves can climb into and
walk around in. Because its central theme concerns love, most
everyone can empathize with the
characters.
This tour of the National
Players markes the seventh
presentation of Twelfth Night in
37 years by the Players, a
number equalled only by the
same number of presentations of
Much Ado about Nothing.

$2 OFF ANY
LARGE PIZZA!

Monday, Jan. 27, 8 p.m)
902 Union Bldg.
Everyone Welcome,
No Experience Necessary
Copy — Photography — Design
__—__.-___

Caesario—to relay his message of
love, Olivia ends up falling in
love with Viola, who, of course, is
not even a man but a woman
dressed as a man.
At the same time, however,
Viola has fallen in love with the
Duke but, of course, cannot tell
him. Also in love with Olivia is
her steward, the pompous Puritanlike Malvolio and an acquaintance
of her Uncle Toby, the dimwitted knight Sir Andrew.
All these characters, dressed in
richly colored costumes, are held
together through the Duke's love
of Olivia. Not until the end are
the twins reunited, identities
revealed, and marriages promised
between several of the
characters.
Hilarious performances by
Jeffrey Hart as Malvolio and
Michael Gibbons as Uncle Toby,
a fun-loving drunk, contribute
greatly to the fun spirit of this
play. Not only, is most of the
dialogue funny, in several scenes
the Players go for the eyes, too,
and perform sight gags, such as
the scene in which Viola and Sir
Andrew attempt a duel.
Another excellent performance
by Robert J. Napoli as Feste, a
clown, helped move the comedy

W Ooohh, the aroma of sauce,
spices, herbs and bubbly melting cheese. Aaahh, the savings. 0 Mmmmm, the great
meal you get at a $2 savings
right now. Or save $1 on a me-

654-1103

New Location: Now at the old
Dairy Queen on Frontage Road
FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY

dium pizza. & Your choice of
styles—including our special
Pizza Hut® Pan Pizza-and any
of our scrumptious toppings.
Eat here or carry out. But don't
miss this offer.

FREE DRINK OFFER—FOR EACH:

1

Any Large Pizza
Any Medium Pizza
Any Small Pizza

Receive One 2-liter Coke
Two Drinks
One Drink

LARGE THREE-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO-LITER COKE
REG. $11.75 FOR $9.90
(Thick crust may be substituted as a topping.)

c
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NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS

Expires Feb. 28, 1986
Please tell phone person which coupon
or special to receive credit
„,„_»»■■ Coupon .———————.
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Precision Cuts

/ mZr^ & up ... (includes shampoo & style)
EXPIRES 2-8-86

$/j

- jwv Bodywaves & Perms

^«J • vil & up ... (includes cut & style)
EXPIRES 2-8-86

$1, 0-Natural

Highlighting

XOe^r^ & up ... (includes style)
EXPIRES 2-8-86

Call for Appt.
654-1902

123 Bypass
Rogers Plaza
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$2.00 off any large pizza,
or $1.00 off any medium
pizza. Hurry—this special
offer expires soon. One
coupon per party per visit at
participating Pizza Hut®
restaurants.

HHirt

Valid for dine-in, carryout
or fast free delivery.
Clemson Pizza Hut®
Restaurant
654-8692 Carryout
654-8646 Delivery

Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with any other offer. 1/20 cent
cash redemption value. O 1963 Pina Hut, fee. Good only through March I. 1986.
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Bears seem obvious choice in Super Bowl
Everyone loves a winner, and this year
the Chicago Bears have cornered the
market on affection as they have swept
through their NFL schedule with relative
ease.

TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
And that success hasn't gone unrewarded, as seemingly every living soul in
America has taken the "shuffling Bears"
in as family, putting them right up there
with baseball, hot dogs, applie pie, and...
Therefore, it came as no surprise to me
to learn that most folks here at Clemson
love Ditka's "Monsters of the Midway,"
and have no doubt who will leave New
Orleans Sunday with a smile—albeit a
toothless one at that.
Even with such overwhelming support
for the Bears, I decided to find out first
hand why these people had been infected
with "Bearmania," the disease that affects the nervous system causing shuffling of the feet, inflation of the ego, and
severe swelling of the head.
In talking with several Clemson
celebrities, I realized that one message
seems prevalent in Tigertown—It's the
Bears, no doubt about it.

Raid

Durant

Patterson
Here's how they see Super Bowl XX:
Bee Patterson Meter Maid Pick: Bears
21-14
"I love the Super Bowl Shuffle; my son
taped it on the VCR and plays it all the

time. I haven't gotten to see many games,
but what I've seen has been impressive.
It'll be the Bears definitely, by a
touchdown."
Ramona Durant Miss January, ATO
Calendar Pick: Bears 20-17

"The Bears have come up so fast, taking the world by storm. I really started
following them the last few weeks of the
season, and they seemed to play more as a
team with spirit. It's that team spirit and
See Trail, page 20

Norris resigns from volleyball position
by Eric Keller
staff writer
Wayne Norris resigned from
his position as head volleyball
coach on Dec. 5, 1985 after compiling a 21-54 overall record as
head coach during his two-year
stint.
At present, Norris is continuing to serve in his fifth year as
one of Clemson's assistant swim
coaches.
Dwight Rainey, associate athletic director, said that Norris'
double duties were his reason for
quitting.
"Coach Norris felt his duties
spread him too thin and that he
couldn't do the job in the volleyball areas," Rainey said. "He felt
it was in the best interest for the
team if he left.

"Coach Norris didn't do a bad
coaching job. I felt this season
we were a better club, but we
weren't where we wanted to be.
We haven't given our total support to the volleyball program.
"We are tired of getting our
butts beat."
The volleyball team finished
this year with 13-26 mark after
recording a 8-28 finish in 1984.
This included a combined record
of 5-9 in Atlantic Coast Conference matches and two firstround losses in ACC tournament
play.
Double Duty
A graduate of East Carolina
University, Norris was a fouryear letterman in swimming. He
was named to the All-Southern
Conference team each of these

years and was voted the outstanding swimmer in the conference during his final two
seasons. He was also a member
of the Pirate volleyball team.
In the summer of 1981, Norris
came to Clemson to begin serving as assistant swim coach.
In 1984, Rainey was faced with
the dilemma of finding a new
volleyball coach with a limited
budget.
The team had gone through
three different coaches in a sixyear span. All three were graduate assistants. "We were changing coaches too often, creating a
very unstable situation," Rainey
said, "so we didn't want to hire
another grad student."
Yet without the monetary
means to hire a full-time coach
combined with the lack of avail-

able teaching and administrative
positions, Rainey had few options, he said.
At this point Norris aproached
Rainey and suggested that he be
appointed to the job. Norris was
already on staff and would accept the post with a less than
full-time salary.
Convinced that he could handle
the spot, Rainey gave Norris the
position he held for two seasons.
Reaction
Dissention and a lack of
motivation existed between the
team and the coach throughout
the season, according to several
players who wished to remain
anonymous.
"I'm surprised the University
held out so long," one player
See Norris, page 16
■

Wayne Norris

Number three
Tigers lose third straight
by Mark Grahne
staff writer

CraAioid/siafl pftotographei

Horace Grant goes up strong against Tech's John
Salley in Saturday's game in Littlejohn.

The No. 5 Georgia Tech Yellow
Jackets defeated the Tigers in a
televised game at Littlejohn Coliseum Saturday night, 83-71.
The game started out on a bad
break as Georgia Tech controlled
the tap. The ball was immediately
placed in the hands of the Yellow
Jackets top-rated guard, Mark
Price, as he scored the first two
points of the game with a 20
footer from the right side.
This was only the beginning
for Price as he was the second
highest scorer for the Yellow
Jackets with 17, as 6-6 forward
Duane Ferrell paced Georgia
Tech with 21 points.
Clemson was paced by 6-10
center Horace Grant who scored
17 and he was closely followed by
guard Micheal Tait who had 16.
"The game went really well—it
was an excellent game of basketball," said Yellow Jacket coach
Bobby Cremins. "We played extremely well when we had to."
The only once-beaten Yellow
Jackets shot an impressive t>8
percent from the field and 63 percent from the line as they bettered their record to 15-1.

The Tigers suffered their third
straight loss as they fell to 1-3 in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
and 13-4 overall.
"Clemson got off to a bad start
and dug themselves into a hole,"
said Georgia Tech coach Bobby
Cremins. "Our defense is getting
better—it was just an excellent
game. I don't think we could
have played better."
Clemson did not play as well as
was predicted. "I would like to
make an apology for our terrible
execution. I was embarrassed,"
were the words of Tiger coach
Cliff Ellis. "We forced shots,
passes, and turned the ball
over."
Clemson only shot 43 percent
from the field, however they shot
a very good 79 percent from the
line.
The Tigers played fairly well in
the second half as they were only
out scored by the Yellow Jackets
by one point and led the Jackets
with a 36-31 rebounding margin
for the game.
Coach Ellis did not have much
to say after the game because he
was very displeased with the
Tigers performance.
"I can take going down, but

not when we play poorly. It was a
poor excuse for effort and execution—we were not playing well."
Coach Ellis felt that the
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets
played very well. "I do feel that
the Yellow Jackets have more
talent at this time."
With Wake Forest, Duke, and
North Carolina coming up, the
Tigers are going to have to
change something. "There will be
some personnel changes and we
will be going back to the aggressive style of play. We may
not win any more games this season but we will not go down
without trying," said coach Ellis.
"It was a terrible night. There
is just going to have to be some
attitude changes and some
changes in heart." Cliff Ellis
feels that the Tigers have the
potential to be one of the top
teams in the country.
The Yellow Jackets only had
13 points come from their bench
while the Tigers got 31 points
from their bench including
Micheal Tait's 16 points.
Marshall paced the Tigers on
assists with 9, while Dalrymple
led the Jackets with the same
total.
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Tigers look to dispel court demons
by Jim Henderson
staff writer
The demon is stalking its next
victim. The symptoms: turnovers, poor shooting, and losing.
The possible victim: the Tigers.
"We've lost some confidence
and we're trying to get that
back," said Clemson head coach
Cliff Ellis.
The Tigers are going to try to
stop the Demons and a string of
three consecutive Atlantic Coast
Conference losses when they
travel to meet the Demon
Deacons of Wake Forest for a
1:30 p.m. game this Saturday
(WYFF-Channel 4).
"Wake Forest is tough at
Wake Forest," Ellis said. "They
almost beat NC State at home

[last Saturday].
"Any time you've got [Tyone]
Bogues, [Mark] Cline and [Rod]
Watson, you're going to have a
tough time."
Cline leads Wake Forest in
scoring with 13.1 points a game.
Watson follows with 12.3 points
and 7.5 rebounds a game.
Bogues is the sparkplug of the
Deacons. The 5-3 point guard is
averaging 10.8 points a game and
8.5 assists.
The first time the two teams
met, Clemson rebounded and ran
its way to a 91-64 victory.
Horace Grant and Anthony
Jenkins led the Tigers in scoring
with 18 points apiece. The Tigers
also out-rebounded the Deacons
by a incredible margin of 32 rebounds.

The Tigers look to return to
this up-tempo game against
Wake. "We're going to have to
rebound strong, stop turnovers
and stop them inside," said
Horace Grant.
"We have to play our game;
our game's been off a little," said
point guard Grayson Marshall.
"We have to get the game going
inside and let the perimeter game
come as it may."
The Demon II. The saga continues Wednesday as the Tigers
take on the Duke Blue Devils in
Durham (8 p.m. WFBC-93.7 FM).
This demon, however, will be different than the Wake Forest
Demon Deacons.
"Duke, of course, is No. 2, and
they make up a great team," said
Clemson head coach Cliff Ellis.

"They're not ranked No. 2 for
no reason," said Grayson
Marshall. "We have to go in and
play a mistake-free ballgame."
"They're tough to match up
to," said Ellis. "They have the
best backcourt in the Atlantic
Coast Conference with [Tommy]
Amaker and [Johnny] Dawkins.
They've got [Mark] Alarie in the
frontcourt and Danny Ferry who
was the high school player of the
year."
The Blue Devils will be coming
off home games against Maryland on Saturday and Harvard
on Monday.
Despite Duke's notoriously
rowdy fans, Duke has the worst
home court record under Coach
Krzyzewski. They are 15-20 over
the last five years.

Norris
continued from page 15
said. "Despite complaints from
parents, they kept him. I guess
they just couldn't fire him in the
middle of the season."
Another said , "I hope the new
coach knows what she is doing.
I've invested a lot of time into
this."
Other statements included
views on the team's future. "The
team cannot have immediate
changes; it takes time," said one
Lady Tiger.
Norris said he had his time
with the Clemson volleyball

program.
"I think we worked very hard
to get where we are, but they still
have a long way to go" he said.
"A full-time coach can help.
"I've been supported well by
the athletic department, and my
decision was not pressured in
any way.
"I just didn't have the time to
do everything for everybody. It
was hurting both teams."
Replacement
Rainey said the situation has
changed from two years ago.

"We're now in a different financial situation," he said. "We can
afford to go out and hire a fulltime coach. Basically what has
changed is the dollars."
Since Clemson has only one
scholarship available this year,
the urgency for finding a new
coach is minimal.
Rainey would only say that the
job has been offered, but due to
complications he would not know
for several weeks whether the
candidate will accept the position
or not.

Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Cost!
'Daily Wear Lenses
•Amsol

A source close to the team,
however, said the job has already
been accepted, but the announcement cannot be made until fhe
new coach notifies her present
employers of her intended move.
Rainey feels that the candidate
"is an individual so outstanding
that I feel the program will get
off the ground and up to the level
of our other non-revenue sports.
He or she is a great recruiter and
will fit in well at Clemson.
"We just want to do the very
best we can."
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at 3 pm because of the Super Bowl
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
FIKE RECREATION CENTER
656-2116
WRESTLING—Tournament Thursday, Feb. 6,
5 p.m., Multi-Purpose Room, Fike. Register
Room 251, Second Floor, Fike. Last day to
enter Wednesday, Feb. 5.
RACQUETBALL—Reservations may be made by
phone, 656-2315.

ARE YOU
A RISING JUNIOR OR A
SENIOR WITH A 3.0 GPR?
DO YOU EXPECT
TO HAVE 12 SEMESTER
HOURS OF FRENCH
BY MAY '86?
THEN
you should apply for the
$2400 MICHELIN GRANT
FOR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDY
in France
Present a project proposal in your major
area and fill in an application form in the office
of the Language Department. The deadline is
February 11, 1986. For more information,
contact Dr. Daniel J. Calvez, 301 Strode Tower.
Phone: 3096
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$45/pr.
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Ski Sapphire With
Appalachian Trail Outfitters!
Zi3 Includes:
• Round-trip transportation
• Lift tickets
• Skis
Every Thursday, leave Appalachian Trail Outfitters
at 4:30 and be back by 12:30.
Bring your friends and party on the slopes with us.
Call 654-1737 or come by for more info.

Dear Doctor
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Complete line of Ski Equipment
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• Socks
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• Boots
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See our new hi-performance skis
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Clemson, S.C.
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Flat file
Petex
Edge sharpening

Official Sunglasses Licensee
of the 1984 Olympic Games

1 Acquire your complete contact lens
prescription
2 Complete the order below
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Joey McKenna: striving for perfection
Patrick Turner
staff writer

Joey McKenna began wrestling
in high school to keep himself in
condition for football in the offseason. Since then he has
matured into a two-time ACC
champion and one of Clemson's
best wrestlers ever.

Player Profile
The senior financial manage^
ment major was introduced to
wrestling at Bishop Moore High
School in Orlando, Fla., by his
football coach.
"My freshman football coach
told me to go out for wrestling,"
said Joey. "He said if anything it
would keep me in shape while I
was not playing football."
Joey failed to make the team
his freshman year, but he was a
starter from his sophomore
season on. He won the Florida
State Championship each of the
three years he wrestled and was a
member of the USA team.
Upon entering Clemson, however, Joey receivd a rather rude
welcoming.
"I don't know what it was in
high school," Joey said. "Some
people are naturals at some
things, and I just seemed to do
well at wrestling. But when I
came here, everyone beat me my
freshman year.
"I had a hard time adjusting to
that," he said. "But the coaches
always stuck by me and let me
know the hardest part of getting
beat like that is keeping the fight
instead of giving up."
Never giving up, Joey continued to develop his skills and

quickly became a starter. He has
twice won the ACC championship at the 142-pound weight
class. This season he moved up
to the 150-pound class and was
named a pre-season All-American.
Joey believes one of the things
that makes him an outstanding
wrestler is his ability to stay on
his feet during a match.
"We start a match on our feet,
and even when you're down you
work an escape and are on your
feet again," Joey said. "So most
of the time I'm on my feet, and I
think the coaches here have
helped me a lot in that area."
But in order to stay quick on
his feet, Joey must concentrate
on keeping his weight down to
the 150-pound mark. That takes
a great deal of effort, considering
he entered school this year
weighing nearly 180 pounds.
"People are selling these diets
and things, but they should
realize the only way to lose
weight is to work it off," he said.
"That's especially true in wrestling. We practice hard and a lot of
us work it out on our own two or
three times a day."
For Joey, this means running
on his own in addition to the two
hours of practice he endures each
day.
"I always run at night," said
Joey. "If you see some crazy guy
running around at about 11 at
night it's probably me. By the
time I get done studying it seems
to be that late. I'll leave at 11 or
so and come back and watch
M*A*S*H or whatever is on that
late while I'm sweating and
jumping rope."
Joey also watches his diet to
maintain his weight. Breakfast

and lunch usually consist of a
special protein drink, but supper
is a ncrr- \ men'
Physical training is only part
of a wrestler's preparation for
a match, however. The proper
mental attitude is as important
as physical aptitude in a match.
But for Joey, self-motivation is
no problem.
"This year it's easy to prepare
for the matches because I look
back on my career and realize
this is it," he said. "At the end of
the movie Vision Quest there was
a saying: 'People are born to live
and die, and you might get
through life putting off the really
important things.
"But before you know it, there
isn't any more time. So you
should love those people and do
those things like there is no
tomorrow, because when you get
right down to it, there isn't.
"I think about that a lot. I
can't say I have next year to be
All-American like I have in the
past. This is it."
Joey also receives support from
his previous coaches, the Clemson
staff, his wife, and his mother.
Joey has started off quickly
this season, beating the fifthranked wrestler in the nation in
his weight class. But to him,
rankings mean little.
"Rankings don't matter anymore," said Joey. "I don't even
care if I get ranked. The top eight
rankings are considered AilAmerican, but it doesn't matter
through the year. It's how you
finish up."
Shooting for an All-American
title is a tough process, and Joey
enjoys relaxing in his free time.
"Going to school here helps me

Joey McKenna
relax," Joey said. "This past
weekend I went to Table Rock
and hiked. After the season last
year I went camping up there for
a while, and I ride to Whitewater
Falls sometimes on my bike.
"Being here near the mountains and being able to get away
helps. After seeing the inside of a
sweaty gym and locker room for
as many hours a week as we do,
just being able to get out in the
fresh air really helps."
Joey was an admitted surfer
bum in high school, so he naturally enjoys water skiing too. He
also enjoys snow skiing.
Such activities allow Joey to
forget about wrestling until the
proper time. But once match day
arrives, Joey sets out to Win.
"The high point in my college
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Tiger wrestlers win duals
The Tigers needed a late rally
keyed by Joey McKenna's pin
over George Bessette of Indiana
State to overcome a sluggish
start en route to capturing the
Tiger Duals Invitational this
past Saturday.
The Tigers found themselves
down after dropping their first
three matches in what turned out
to be a low-scoring contest. However, the Tigers gradually climbed
back and pulled to within one at
10-9 thanks to McKenna's pivotal
pin. The Tigers then moved ahead
of Indiana State and eventually
captured the championship by an

18-17 margin.
Other Tigers capturing wins
were Mike Hampton, Mark Litts,
Pete Georgoustsos, and Hugh
Meek.
The Tigers gained their finals
berth by virtue of two wins
earlier in the day over Elon and
Tennessee-Chattanooga. The
Tigers shut out Elon 49-0 in
their opening round match and
defeated Tennessee-Chattanooga
39-12 in their semifinal battle.
Don Shuler and Murray Lee
Crews each won by pin as
Athletes in Action defeated
Clemson 27-16 in an exhibition

wrestling match Wednesday
evening. Crews pinned the
Tiger's Eddie Crocker in the
158-lb. match and Shuler, the
team coach, won by technical fall
over the Tiger's Terry Crocker in
the 177-lb. match. The win does
not count on Clemson's overall
record or individual records.
Coach Eddie Griffin's club will
now take a break to get ready for
imDortant ACC matches with
NC State and North Carolina on
Jan. 31 and Feb. 1. Clemson will
then travel to South Bend, Ind.,
to take on Notre Dame and Purdue.

wrestling career has really just
been winning," Joey said. "A lot
of people don't understand how
harcTwe work. They wonder why
we do it sometimes. But you get
out there by yourself and go at it
and get your hand raised on the
middle of the mat. . . I tell you,
it's worth it."
"I think I'd like to do something like that," said Joey.
"Wrestling has been so good to
me so far. It's gotten me a free
education, and I guess if it will
pay for my master's degree I'll
take advantage of it. But it is
still up in the air right now."
And for good reason. For now,
Joey has another ACC championship, the NCAA Tournament, and
an All-American title to chase.

SAIL AND PARTY IN THE BAHAMAS—
45- to 55-ft. YACHTS WITH CAPTAINS.
ALL BEVERAGES, FOOD AND EXPENSES INCLUDED.
SEVEN DAYS OF PARTYING IN THE SUN FOR ONLY—$395.
CALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR YACHT.
OZ CHARTER CO., FT. LAUDERDALE (305) 523-9259
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Men netters capture Indoor Classic
and host Tennessee to mark their
first team victory of the season.
"The scores might seem a little
lop-sided, but the matches were
all pretty tough," Krass said.
"Still, it was a good performance
for the team and gets us off to a
good start."
After a first round bye, the
Tigers squared off against Atlantic
Coast Conference foe Georgia
Tech, who had gained entry into
the semifinals of the six-team
tournament by downing Ohio
State in the opening round. The
Tigers prevailed, however,
beating the Yellow Jackets 8-1.
"It was a tough 8-1 because
some of those victories went
three sets," Krass said, "but we
had some strong play from our
guys that carried us through."
Winners for the Tigers included
Richard Matuszewski, Kent
Kinnear, Craig Boynton, and
Vince Van Gelderen. The Tigers

by David Brandes
assistant sports editor
While many of us were still trying to recover from the Christmas festivities and wondering
how just a little eggnog and
cookies could add three inches to
our waistlines, The Tiger tennis
team was hard at work thinking
about the upcoming spring
season.
In fact, they were doing more
than just thinking about it—they
were doing something about it.
'We got the guys to come up to
Asheville about January 3 to
begin work for the upcoming
season," said assistant head
coach Ed Krass. "We got about a
solid week of Spartan training
that I think really paid off."
Part of that pay-off came last
weekend as the Tigers captured
the Tennessee Volunteer Indoor
Classic by downing Georgia Tech

were paced bv Brian Page as
number-one seed, downing Kenny
Thorn 6-1, 6-3.
"Brian played real good for us,
as did Kent," Krass said.
"Richard also beat last year's
ACC champion Brian Shelton in
three sets—4-6, 6-4, 6-0. We also
swept the doubles, which is a
good sign."
The Tigers' next challenge was
host Tennessee.
Capturing victories for the
Tigers were Page, Kinnear, Van
Gelderen, and Brian Walters.
The Tigers also swept doubles
with teams of Matuszewski and
Walters, Page and Matt Frooman,
and Boynton and Joe DeFoor all
winning.
"Overall, our performance was
successful and a good, solid, early
start for our team," Krass said.
"We have to get ready for next
week, though, because that is going to be a real test."

"Knowledge is of two kinds,
We know a subject
ourselves, or we know
where we can find
information upon it."
Bwwtll. Uftofjotmom(177t)

You can find a wealth of
information from the Federal Government
at Depository Libraries. Contact your
local library.

The Federal Depository
Library Program
Office of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401

Brian Page

RT VICTORIA SQURRE
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THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
Student Memberships
1/2 Price Thru Jan. 31
Lakeview Plaza in Clemson

654-6567

Throw a party - any
party! Then get on the
Domino's Pizza Party Line
. and start ordering!
When you hang up, we
swing into action with
delicious cheese, tempting
meats and the choicest
veggies that ever met a
great pizza And we deliver
to your door in less than
30 minutes, or we'll take
$3.00 OFF the price of
your pizza!

NOW AVAILABLE

DINNER
FOR
FOUR
$9.99!

Serving Clemson &
Clemson University:
654-3082
300 College Avenue
"•Serving Seneca A
Surrounding Area:
882-9783
100 Salem Rd.
Hours:
11AM-2AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AM Fri. & Sat
MPM-12MidSun.-Thurs.
4PM-1AMFri.&Sat.

Order a 16" superb
cheese pizza with any
TWO toppings and
FOUR 16 oz. nonreturnable bottles of
Coke® and you pay
only $9,991
(Tax included!)
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 1/30/86.
Our 12-slice, 16" pizza
serves 4-6 persons.
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Swim teams drop close meets to North Carolina
by Eric Keller
staff writer
The men's and women's swim
teams both lost to highly-ranked
University of North Carolina
squads last weekend in Chapel
Hill.
The women fell for the first
time this season by a score of
81-59, while the men lost by a
60-53 margin.
What isn't reflected in the
scores is the fact that the Tar
Heels tapered some of their
swimmers for the meet. Tapering
is the term used to describe the
cutting down of practice time.
Clemson coaches said that the
Tigers are presently going with
two practices a day to gear up for

the conference meet, which leaves
them tired. North Carolina
tapered to build up the strength
of their team for this meet.
UNC's women are No. 8 and if
it hadn't been for their tapering,
they probably would have been
beaten by a current top 20 Clemson women's squad. The men's
score speaks for itself.
Women
Clemson team captain Linda
Rutter again provided the Lady
Tigers an outstanding effort as
she captured the 200 and 500
freestyle events. Her time in the
500 was a pool record and the
fastest away time of her career at
Clemson.
Freshman Ruth Grodsky was

also a double winner as she
garnered the 100 and 200 meter
breastroke events.
Other winners included Molly
Kueny in the 1000 free and Pam
Hayden in the 200 meter butterfly. Haden's time and the medley
relay team both again made the
time requirements for the NCAA
meet.
Since North Carolina had no
high board, both diving competitions were held on the 1 meter
board. One was comprised of required dives while the second
was optional dives. Clemson's
Shannon Powell won the latter of
the two and qualified for nationals.
Assistant coach Wayne Norris
said, "They had a tremendous

home pool advantage in that
their pool is so old. The advantage came in situations where we
were just out touched. We swam
extremely well and showed good
form."
Men
For the men, the story again
lay with Rick Aronberg. The
freshman continued his stellar
season by being the only multiple
event winner for either team. He
won the 500 and 1000 freestyle
events and the 200 meter
breaststroke.
In winning the 500 and 1000,
Aronberg set two new pool
records. His breaststroke victory
kept the meet alive going into the
final relay.

Would you rather be an
Orangeman or have your blood
runneth orange? Be in the Big
East Conference or the Atlantic
Coast Conference? Play a ball
control offense or an up-tempo offense?
Micheal Brown, a 6-4 shooting
guard, has decided on the latter
choices. The former high school
All-American transferee! to Clemson from Syracuse last week.
"He was looking for help; we
were looking for help, so it (the
transfer) worked out well," said
head coach Cliff Ellis.
"I talked to (my high school
coach) Bob Wade and he said
Coach Ellis was a good man,"
Brown said, "They (Clemson)
had the type of program I was
looking for. The team is like a
family and the coach just lets
you play basketball.
"They also give good academic
support here, which was important to my family and I."
Brown was a starter in 29 of 31
for the Orangemen's 22-9 squad
his freshman year and was named
to the Big East All-Rookie team.
He averaged 8.4 points a game

with 52.4 percent shooting from
the field and shot an impressive
87 percent from the line.
This year Brown played an
average of 18 minutes a game
while coming off the bench for
Syracuse. He averaged 7.7 points
a game and pulled down 2.2 rebounds a game.
"We are very happj' to have
Michael Brown join our
program," said Ellis. He should
help out our backcourt situation
immediately."
Because of the NCAA rules,
Brown won't be able to play for
the Tigers until next January.
The year away from competitive
action shouldn't hurt his game,
he said.
"I'm going to practice hard to
make myself a better player,"
Brown said, "I'm going to work
hard on my defense. I can also
give the players better competition in practice."
In high school, Brown played
at Dunbar High School in Baltimore, Md. He averaged 20 points
and 9 rebounds a game his senior
year. He was named an AllAmerican by Parade, Adidas,
and McDonald's and played in
the McDonald's Classic.

Denise Murphy honored
Clemson University volleyball
player Denise Murphy was named
to the GTE/College Sports Information Directors of America
Academic All-American squad second team announced on Tuesday.
To qualify for selection to the
academic All-American team, a
player must be a starter or a key
reserve and maintain a gradepoint ratio of at least 3.2 for her
entire collegiate career. Murphy,
who was originally a native of
Yorktown Heights, N.Y., is a
junior at Clemson and has a 3.9
career GPR. The three-year
starter on the volleyball team is a
zoology major.
Earlier in December, Murphy
was named to the GTE/CoSida
District III Academic AllAmerican team which qualified
her for the balloting of the national All-American team. District III represents the states of
South Carolina, North Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, and Virginia.
Murphy had another banner
season in 1985. At the conclusion
of the campaign, she was named
first team All-Atlantic Coast conference and served as co-captain
for the second consecutive year.
Murphy also broke three school
records as a junior last fall. They
include the most total attempts
as a junior (1,170), most kills as a
junior (430), and most defensive
saves as a junior (430). She also
holds two school records as a
sophomore. Murphy also is the
all-time career leader at Clemson
in three categories, most defensive saves (712), most attempts
(1,854), and most kills (770).
Murphy was also ranked in
Atlantic Coast Conference
statistics in 1985 as she was

ranked fifth in most kills per
game with an 3.19 average and
third with the most defensive
saves per game with a 3.36
average.

by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
If a killer instinct is a measure of a good team,
then the Lady Tigers showed they have some claim
to that description this past Saturday night against
Georgia Tech.
Despite leading by as much as 14 during the
first half and six at halftime, the Lady Tigers found
themselves all tied up at 61-61 with 7:42 to play in
the game.
It was then, however, that they kicked in the
afterburners and went on a 19-3 tear to seal an
eventual 84-73 victory over the visiting Yellow
Jackets.
With the win, the Lady Tigers evened their
record at 8-8 overall, 2-5 in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The win also snapped a six-game losing
streak for Clemson, which dated all the way back to
December 15 when the Lady Tigers defeated the
same Tech teams in Atlanta.
"They never quit; they've hung in there even
though they're still learning," said coach Annie
Tribble.
Clemson's Julie Larson controlled the inside, as
she scored 22 points, grabbed 13 rebounds, and
blocked five shots. Point guard Cheryl Nix took control of the Lady Tiger offense as she dished out nine
assists and grabbed five rebounds. Nix also directed
several fast breaks which led to easy baskets for the
Lady Tigers.
Freshman Karen Ann Jenkins scored 17 points,
pulled down 14 rebounds, and scored 11 of her
points in the final eight-and-a-half minutes as the
Lady Tigers surged past Tech to take the victory.
Bryan Fortune/head Dhotographer
"It sure feels better," Tribble said. "It's been a
Janet Knight makes a move to the basket long time. I thought we were going through the
Saturday against Tech.
month of January in a drought."
THE
PERFECT PLACE TO RENT
FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
Call Elizabeth for rates
654-4339
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Upcoming
The Tigers continue their away
stretch by heading to Raleigh
this weekend for a Saturday
meet.

Lady Tigers top
Georgia Tech

Basketball gets transfer
by Jim Henderson
staff writer

Other winners for Clemson
were Jeff Stachelek in the 100
free, Chuck Wade in the requried
dives, and Dave Hrovat in the
optional dives.
The relay team of Stackelek,
Lebeau, Thomas, and Welting
were beaten by only eight tenths
of a second. Again the home pool
advantage probably played a big
part in the outcome, according to
Clemson coaches.
The loss left the men 2-1 in
ACC dual meets and 3-2 overall.
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Bake in the sunshine and state in the moonlight at America's
hottest beach. There will be concerts, games, parties, exMMtkmst
sporting competitions, loads of freebies, golf, tennis, Jai Alaf,
greyhound racing ami great nightlife. And we've got the best beaches
in Florida.
So pack your car, hop on a tour bus or catch a flight on Eastern,
Delta or Piedmont Airlines. And
travel agents offer free reservation
***** service. So conw to Spring Brea*
in Daytona Beach, just for
the fun of iti
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Trail
continued from page 15
enthusiams that will win them
the Super Bowl."
Rose Reid Harcombe Serving
Line Pick: Bears 26-0
"William Perry plays for the
Bears; that's enough right there
for the Bears to win. I've been

pulling for them all year to make
it to the Super Bowl, and now
that they're there, well, they're
gonna win."
Coach Frank Howard Legend
Pick: Bears 20-13
"There are two teams playing,
the Bears and the Patriots; it's
just hard to pick a game like
that. But if I had to pick a winner, I'd have to go with the
Bears. As for the score, I'd be
lucky just to pick the winner,
much less the score."
Kyle Nelson Tiger Town
Bartender Pick: Bears 17-3
"Chicago will shut down the
Pats' running game, forcing
them to pass. The Bear's defensive line will be too much for
Eason to handle; he won't be able
to handle the pressure. The Bears
deserve to win; the Patriots are
too much of a Cinderella team to
win such a big game."

Howard

Jennifer Bussey Homecoming
Queen Pick: Bears 28-14

"Everyone on the Bears is
unique. McMahon is so wild; you
never know what he or the rest of
the team will do next. Then
there's William Perry who has
brought a sense of humor to pro
football and made football fun for
everyone to watch. The Bears
have never been to the Super
Bowl, after all they've accomplished they deserve to win."
Gordon Davis Cashier at ABC
Store, Pendleton Rd. Pick: Bears
20-7
"With William Perry and the
rest of their talented group, the
Bears should win, no doubt
about it. They've had to deal
with a lot of outside distractions,
but they got down to business
when it counted."
Mark Pilon Lone Patriot Fan
Pick: Patriots 27-17
"The Bears are too cocky;
they're going down to New
Orleans to party, not play football. The Patriolts are taking it
seriously, so they'll come out on

top."
Albert Jamison Johnstone
Supervisor Pick: Bears 24-13
"I believe that the Patriots will
score on the Bears, but the Bears
will overpower them in the end.
Chicago has such a good mix of
offense and defense; they're
almost unstoppable. I had no
idea they would go as far as they
did, 15-1, but now I can't see the
Patriots denying them the Sugar
Bowl title."

reason imaginable as to why the
Bears will win the Super Bowl,
save one bold stand by Mark
Pilon for the Patriots.
Mark, you are not alone in
your support of New England.
There are others who share your
loyalties—namely one overworked
sports editor. Go Pats!

Bobby Robinson Athletic
Director Pick: Bears 24-7
"The Bears had a great year.
Defense is such a big part of success in the NFL today, and
Chicago's defense is so strong,
the Patriots will have a tough
time of it. It's good to see
William doing so well for himself.
He just happened to be in the
right place at the right time, but
he has made the most of his opportunity."
And there you have it, every

Robinson
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